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Abstract
MECHANISM OF AEROTAXIS IN SALMONELLA TYPHIMURIUM
by Daniel John Laszlo

Chemotaxis is the migrational response of bacteria to
chemical gradients.

Aerotaxis, the response to oxygen.

was among the earliest observed tactic phenomena, but
progress in the study of aerotaxis was previously limited
by the available assays.

These assays relied upon oxygen

depletion by the bacteria to generate the oxygen gradient
which elicits the behavioral response.

Such assays are

unsuitable for analyzing the role of the electron trans
port system in aerotaxis.

In this study the biochemical

mechanism of aerotaxis and its relationship to other
chemotaxis pathways in Salmonella typhimurium was explored
with the aid of two new assays which imposed an oxygen
gradient independently of bacterial respiration.

In the

spatial assay, bacteria accumulated at the mouth of an
oxygen-filled capillary.

In the temporal assay, cells in

anaerobic medium under the microscope were stimulated with
a preset step increase in oxygen concentration, and the
duration of the response was measured.

Both assays could

be used in the presence of respiratory inhibitors.

Aero

taxis in Escherichia coli and Bacillus cereus was also

assayed to corroborate the evidence obtained with S.
typhimurium.
The receptor for aerotaxis was the major terminal
oxidase of the electron transport system.

The evidence

supporting this conclusion was 1) the K

of the aero-

taxis receptor (K

0.5

0.5 = 0.7 yM) and the Km of the terminal

oxidase (K^ = 0.7 yM) were similar in S_. typhimurium.
They were also similar in E. coli and in B. cereus.
2) Aerotaxis and respiration were inhibited by the respira
tory inhibitors cyanide and 2-heptyl-4-hydroxyquinoline Noxide (HOQNO).

3) The alternative electron acceptors

nitrate and fumarate partially blocked aerotaxis.

In S.

typhimurium, the major terminal oxidase in log-phase cells
had not been identified previously.

The presence of

cytochrome o was confirmed by low temperature difference
spectroscopy.
The signal from classical chemotaxis receptors passes
directly to the signal processing proteins of the chemo
taxis pathway.
this manner.

The aerotaxis receptor did not function in
The inhibitor HOQNO, which inhibits respira

tion at cytochrome b, was a noncompetitive inhibitor of
aerotaxis and respiration with respect to oxygen,

There-

fore the electron transport system and not just the terminal
oxidase were required for aerotaxis.
2

Intermediates modu-

lated by changes in the rate of electron transport were
evaluated for their role in aerotaxis.

The response was

independent of adenosine triphosphate formation via oxida
tive phosphorylation, because a S. typhimurium unc
mutant displayed normal aerotaxis.

The proton motive

force fulfilled the requirements for the signal carrier.
A temporal correlation between the response to an oxygen
stimulus and changes in membrane potential was measured
with the fluorescent cyanine dye diS-C^-(5) in a permeable
strain of S. typhimurium.

Smooth swimming accompanied

membrane hyperpolarization and tumbling accompanied
depolarization.

Corresponding changes in behavior are

induced by artificial perturbation of the proton motive
force.
When S. typhimurium became anaerobic, the decreased
proton motive force from glycolysis initially supported
slow swimming but not tumbling.

Tumbling was eventually

restored while the anaerobic swimming speed remained the
same.

These observations suggested that the proton motive

force in anaerobic cells was insufficient to permit
tumbling, but that the tumble control mechanism adapted to
restore tumbling while the proton motive force remained
depressed.

The ability of the cells to adapt to lowered

proton motive force, in addition to adaptation to sensory
3

stimuli, indicated that the cells possess at least two
mechanisms which compensate for changes in the proton
motive force.

Neither involved the methylation-dependent

adaptation mechanism which operates for most attractants.
Aerotaxis was normal in E. coli mutants with defects in
the genes for the methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins MCP
I, MCP II, or MCP III.
methylation independent.

Aerotaxis was postulated to be
However, aerotaxis and chemo

taxis are both mediated by the cheC protein, because a
cheC mutant which shows an inverse response to chemoaffectors also gave an inverse response to oxygen.
These findings establish the mechanism of aerotaxis
as fundamentally distinct from the mechanism of chemotaxis
to most other nutrients.

Aerotaxis was distinguished by

the requirement for metabolism of the attractant for
sensing, methylation-independent adaptation, and the
signalling role of the proton motive force.
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1.

Introduction

The Gram-negative enteric bacteria Salmonella
typhimurium and Escherichia coli promote their survival as
individual organisms, not as a community.

Each bacterium.

rather than modifying its microenvironment, migrates
chemotactically to surroundings which support growth.
Recognition of bacterial chemotaxis quickly followed the
invention of the microscope.

Only recently, however, has

the study of the mechanism of chemotaxis progressed
rapidly with the expectation that chemotaxis will be the
first behavior to be described in molecular terms (Adler
1966b).
1.1.

The Mechanism of Chemotaxis
Bacteria exhibit two basic modes of behavior.

Translational motion characterizes the mode which is
termed "smooth swimming."

In the absence of tactic

stimuli, smooth swimming is interrupted every few seconds
by "tumbles," which are responsible for changes in direc
tion (Berg and Brown 1972; Macnab and Koshland 1972).
Smooth swimming alternates with tumbling in the swimming
pattern termed "random" behavior, which is characteristic
of unstimulated bacteria.
Insights in the mechanism of bacterial movement came
1
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through ultrastructural studies of bacterial flagella, the
organelles of motility.

The flagellum is a helical

propeller about 5-10 ym long and 15 nm in diameter,
composed of 60 kdal subunits (O'Brien and Bennett 1972;
Kondoh and Hotani 1974; Macnab 1978; Shirakihara and
Wakabayashi 1979).

At its base is a short, slightly

thicker segment called the hook (Lowy 1965; Abram et al.
1970; DePamphilis and Adler 1971).

It couples the flagel

lum to the complex basal body, which projects through the
outer membrane, the cell wall, and the plasma membrane
(DePamphilis and Adler 1971) .

Polyacrylamide gel electro

phoresis in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate resolves
preparations of isolated basal bodies into at least 10
bands (Hilmen and Simon 1976) .

Electron micrographs show

the basal body as a shaft bearing four rings (DePamphilis
and Adler 1971).
of the flagellum.

The basal body is presumably the motor
S. typhimurium typically possesses 5-10

flagella, attached individually at scattered sites on the
cell's body (Macnab 1977) .
A cell moves by rotating its helical flagella in the
counterclockwise sense (Silverman and Simon 1974).
Hydrodynamic forces gather the flagella into a bundle of
synchronously rotating filaments which pushes the cell

3

(Anderson 1975; Macnab 1977).

A bacterium is capable of

traveling 30 ym per second (Berg and Brown 1972; Macnab
and Koshland 1972).

Inertia has no significant role in

its movement (Taylor 1951).

A cell tumbles by reversing

the sense of rotation of the motors (Larsen et al. 1974b),
thereby inducing a change in the helical form of the semi
rigid filaments (Macnab and Ornston 1977) .

This makes the

bundle dissociate and causes the cell to tumble in place
(Macnab and Koshland 1974; Berg and Brown 1972).

After

tumbling momentarily, counterclockwise rotation is restored
and the cell again swims smoothly, this time in a dif
ferent direction (Berg and Brown 1972).

As a result of

the alternating counterclockwise/clockwise rotation of the
motor, the cell moves through the medium in a threedimensional random walk (Berg and Brown 1972) .
The cell moves nonrandomly in response to chemical
gradients.

It migrates up the gradient to the region of

higher concentration if the substance is an attractant.
down the gradient of a repellent (Tsang et al. 1973;
Macnab and Koshland 1973; Berg and Brown 1972).

Bacteria

respond to gradients so shallow as to be insignificant
over the length of an individual cell (Macnab and Koshland
1972) .

They enhance their sensitivity to gradients and

reduce their vulnerability to minor inhomogeneity by
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employing a temporal sensing system.

Such a system

implies a short-term memory which allows them to compare
the concentrations of a substance present at sites sepa
rated by many times their body length.

As the bacterium

swims it continuously compares the concentration at its
current location with the concentration at some previous
location.

By thus lengthening the baseline for measure

ments, the cell's problem of discrimination is reduced.
If an increase of attractant or a decrease in repellent is
detected, the cell suppresses tumbling and extends its
smooth swimming run in the favorable direction (Berg and
Brown 1972) .

If the concentration change is unfavorable,

the cell tumbles more frequently until a favorable direc
tion is detected (Tsang et al. 1973).
The temporal quality of the bacterial sensing system
enables the experimenter to measure the response of the
cells without the use of a spatial gradient.

A temporal

gradient consists of a step-wise increase in the concen
tration of a chemoaffector throughout the medium.

A step

increase in attractant concentration causes a period of
smooth swimming; a step increase in repellent concen
tration causes a period of tumbling (Macnab and Koshland
1972; Tsang et al. 1973).

This behavior forms the basis

for a temporal assay which may be used to quantitate the
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response of bacteria to a substance (Spudich and Koshland
1975).
Bacteria respond to molecules which enter the peri
plasm, a volume of unknown and perhaps variable dimensions
between the cell wall and the plasma membrane.
the location of the receptors for chemotaxis.

This is
Some

receptors are soluble, such as those for ribose and
galactose (Aksamit and Koshland 1972; Willis and Furlong
1974; Anraku 1968), and some are membrane-associated, as
are the serine and aspartate receptors (Clarke and Koshland
1979; Hedblom and Adler 1980).
multifunctional proteins.

All known receptors are

The ribose and galactose

receptors are also essential for transport of these
sugars (Aksamit and Koshland 1974; Hazelbauer and Adler
1971).

The serine and aspartate receptors, though not

associated with transport, also interact with other
receptors (signal focusing) and mediate sensory adaptation
(signal processing).

In terms of signal focusing, the

serine receptor also mediates the response to diverse
organic repellents, and the aspartate receptor mediates
the responses to maltose and metal cation repellents.
making these proteins a site for convergence of chemotaxis
pathways (Springer et al. 1977b; Silverman and Simon 1977;
Clarke and Koshland 1979; Wang and Koshland 1980).

A
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separate, membrane-bound signalling protein integrates
signals from the periplasmic ribose and galactose recep
tors (Ordal and Adler 1974; Strange and Koshland 1976;
Fahnestock and Koshland 1979; Hazelbauer and Harayama
1979) .

Each of the three signalling proteins possesses

several glutamic acid residues which are sites of methylation: the serine receptor, product of tsr, is discussed
as a methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein and is designated
MCP I; the aspartate receptor (tar protein) is MCP II and
the ribose signaller (trg protein) is MCP III.

The methyl

groups are donated by S-adenosylmethionine to form yglutamyl methyl esters (Kleene et al. 1977; van der Werf
and Koshland 1977) and continuous turnover with release of
methanol is catalyzed by a protein methyltransferase and a
protein methylesterase (Springer and Koshland 1977; Stock
and Koshland 1978; Toews and Adler 1979; Hayashi et al.
1979) .

A given affector stimulates methylation of one

class of MCP, and the level of methylation is a function
of the fraction of receptors with bound affector (Goy et
al. 1977) .
Methylation is essential for cells to respond to
spatial gradients of attractants.

If a temporal stimulus

is given to bacteria whose methylation is impaired, the
cells initiate a normal response but fail to terminate the
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response; in other words, they fail to adapt to the
stimulus (Aswad and Koshland 1974; Springer et al. 1975,
1977a; Goy et al. 1978) .

Further evidence of the role of

methylation in sensory adaptation comes from measurements
of the time course of the methylation level in cells given
a temporal stimulus (Goy et al. 1977).

Following stimu-

lation with an attractant, demethylation is inhibited, and
the level of MCP methylation rises during the course of
the response (Toews et al. 1979).

The time of the end of

the response corresponds to the time at which the methyl
ation level reaches a new plateau.

The new level persists

until a change in the affector concentration occurs.
Failure of adaptation prevents methylation-deficient cells
from responding measurably in spatial assays (Adler and
Dahl 1967).
The biochemistry of the pathway which mediates
transmission of the signal from the MCP to the flagellum
has not been characterized.

Genetic studies have exposed

five cytoplasmic proteins required for chemotaxis whose
precise functions are unknown (Warrick et al. 1977;
Ridgway et al. 1977).

The products of two additional

genes, cheC and cheV, are apparently part of the flagellar
basal body yet also part of the basal body yet function in
the chemotaxis pathway (Warrick et al. 1977; Rubik and
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Koshland 1978; Khan et al. 1978; Parkinson and Parker
1979) .

They are probably components of the switching

mechanism which controls the direction of rotation of the
flagellar motor.

Certain cheC mutants are particularly

interesting for their inverse responses:

they are re

pelled by nutrients and attracted by poisonous substances
(Rubik and Koshland 1978).

In wild-type cells the predom-

inant direction of rotation is counterclockwise, which
makes the flagella assume their left-handed helical form
and results in formation of a synchronous bundle and
smooth swimming; brief reversals induce a partial conver
sion of each filament to its alternative, right-handed
helical form (Macnab and Ornston 1977), which disrupts the
bundle and causes tumbling.

In cheC cells, the predomi-

nant sense of rotation is clockwise, and the prolonged
clockwise rotation allows complete conversion of each
filament to its right-handed form and a right-handed
synchronous bundle forms (Khan et al. 1978).

Counter

clockwise rotation disrupts the right-handed bundle.
Because attractants cause counterclockwise rotation, they
cause smooth swimming in the wild-type and tumbling in
cheC mutants.

The advances in our knowledge of chemotaxis

made possible through bacterial genetics are well illus
trated by this example.
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1.2.

The Discovery of Aerotaxis
Accumulation of bacteria in response to oxygen, or

aerotaxis, was among the first aspects of microbial
behavior to be systematically studied.

Early observers

shared an appreciation for the dual role of oxygen which
distinguished it from other attractants:

not only did

oxygen influence the migration of the cells, it was in
many cases essential for motility.
Engelmann reported his studies of aerotaxis in 1881.
He employed a microscope to observe the bands of bacteria
which formed around air bubbles and at the edge of the
cover glass.

From the swimming behavior and distribution

of the bacteria in experiments with algae, he concluded
that the amount of oxygen generated by the algae was a
function of the illumination, that the speed of the
bacteria was a function of the oxygen tension, and that
the bacteria directed their movement according to the
distribution of oxygen (Engelmann 1894) .

Engelmann

employed various species and noted differences in their
responses to oxygen.

The Spirilla appeared to seek

regions of lower oxygen concentration than did Bacterium
termo.

The bands formed by the Spirilla were charact-

erized by a cell-free zone between them and the oxygen
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source, and if the illumination were sufficiently intense
the cells would be repelled entirely.

Experiments with

the alga Spirogyra revealed the site of oxygen evolution:
bacteria accumulated only where the helical chloroplast
was illuminated.

White or red light evoked a response but

green light (transmitted through an alcoholic chlorophyll
solution) did not (Engelmann 1894).

Engelmann promoted

the use of bacterial cultures as analytical indicators and
employed them himself to measure an action spectrum for
oxygen production by plants.

He also screened various

plant and animal tissues for oxygen evolution (Engelmann
1881) .
Beijerinck (1893) used preparations which permitted
him to evaluate the results of his experiments without the
aid of a microscope.

One method involved inoculation of a

bacterial culture at the bottom of a test tube that was
subsequently filled with water or dilute agar; the other
used a drop of culture placed in the wedge-shaped space
under a cover glass supported at one edge by a platinum
wire.
If a bean was placed in the bottom of a test tube
filled with distilled water, bacteria escaped from the
bean and accumulated in a thin horizontal band 2-3 cm
above it, remaining for days if left undisturbed.

If the
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top of the tube was gassed with hydrogen, the band rose in
the tube.

When air was restored, the band sank, sinking

further if pure oxygen was used.

If a sprouting seed was

placed in the top of the tube to consume oxygen, the band
rose, as it did if a thread of green algae was used and
kept dark.

However, if the thread was illuminated the

band moved away.

In an elegant control experiment.

Beijerinck inoculated a U-tube filled with liquid and
partially capped one of the vertical arms.

The distance

from the band to the air-water interface of the obstructed
arm was smaller than the corresponding distance in the
open arm, and this convinced Beijerinck that oxygen
influenced the position of the bands.

He also noted that

different species of bacteria formed bands at different
distances from the meniscus.
Three classes of bacteria could be distinguished by
their pattern of accumulation under a cover glass.

The

accumulations were best observed with indirect lighting
and against a dark background.

Aerobic types formed a

band at the edge of the drop, and anaerobic bacteria
accumulated in the center of the drop (Beijerinck 189 3) .
Spirilla formed a band recessed from the edge.
required by aerobic bacteria for motility,

Oxygen was

The path of

swimming cells as they seek the optimum environment was
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elucidated by the aerotaxis studies of Jennings and Crosby
(1901) .

Observation of the swimming behavior of individ

ual Spirillum volutans cells revealed that they did not
steer or orient themselves in any way with respect to
illuminated algae, but reversed their swimming direction
when swimming away from the source of oxygen.

Actively

motile cells were thereby "trapped," each shuttling back
and forth within a zone around each cell of the algae.
The reversal or "motor reflex" of the Spirillum is anal
ogous to tumbling by enteric bacteria; it operates to bias
the net movement of the cell in a favorable direction.
Rothert reached a similar conclusion about the nature of
bacterial migration (1901; for a review, see Berg 1974) .
He was also interested in the effects of anesthetics on
microbial behavior and found that chemotaxis and aerotaxis
could not be distinguished on the basis of sensitivity to
ether or chloroform (Rothert 1904).
The fascinating results of the early investigators
defy precise duplication because the strains they used
were not identified in sufficient detail.

Using the algae

method of Engelmann (1881) supplemented by a capillary
assay (Sherris et al. 1957), Baracchini and Sherris (1959)
demonstrated the capacity for aerotaxis in 24 motile
species identified by current nomenclature.

In the
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capillary assay a pellet of bacteria was placed at one end
of a liquid-filled tube and that end was sealed with
plasticine.

In response to the oxygen gradient generated

by respiration, a band of bacteria migrated along the
length of the capillary; the progress of the band was
measured.

Positive aerotaxis was demonstrated by 21
Three

species including Escherichia coli and Salmonella.

species of anaerobic Clostridia were repelled by oxygen.
1.3.

The Mechanism of Aerotaxis
Speculation regarding the chemical mechanism of

aerotaxis was first presented in the mid-1950's.

Clayton

(1955) proposed that tactic responses were triggered by
decreases in the rate of metabolism in Rhodospirillum
rubrum, a photosynthetic bacterium.

Independently Links

(1955) suggested that chemotaxis in diverse microorganisms
was mediated by a sudden decrease in energy supply to the
motor apparatus.

He rationalized responses to oxygen.

nutrients, cations, and anesthetics in terms of the
expected effects of these substances on cellular ATP.
Recalling the "shock reaction" of phototactic bacteria
that begin to enter dark areas, reported by Engelmann
(1883), and the "motor reflex" noted by Jennings and
Crosby (1901), Links characterized local regions con
taining attractant as chemical traps which accumulated
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organisms that entered passively but reacted negatively to
departure.
Adler (1966a, 1966b) initiated the current era of
studies on the mechanism of chemotaxis.

He introduced the

use of defined media; E. coli was selected for investi
gation because much was known of its biochemistry and
genetics, and it was known to respond to stimuli (Baracchini and Sherris 1959) .

Adler (1966b) measured the

migration of bacteria in capillary tubes and used an
oxygen electrode to quantitate the depletion of oxygen in
the medium by the moving band of cells.

Adler acknowledged

the Links-Clayton hypothesis, but raised the possibility
that specific receptors for affectors exist.

Dose-response

studies and competition experiments showed that the latter
is indeed the case for many substances (Adler 1969).
Furthermore, nonmetabolizable analogues of amino acids and
sugars are potent attractants (and are often preferable
for use in chemotaxis experiments because they eliminate a
potential source of variability: consumption of the affector) .

These results confirm that the ATP concentration is

not a parameter which can account for responses to all
stimuli.

However, the possibility that aerotaxis was

mediated by fluctuations in the energy state of the cell
was not excluded.
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Taylor et al.

(1979) recognized the possibility that

another energy-related parameter, the proton motive force,
mediated aerotaxis.

First conceived by Mitchell (1966) as

the high energy intermediate in oxidative phosphorylation,
the proton motive force is the electrochemical potential
which exists across the inner membrane of mitochondria and
the plasma membrane of bacteria.
is the sum of two components,

The proton motive force

(1) the membrane potential.

and (2) the proton concentration gradient across the
membrane.

The interior of the bacterium is negatively

charged and alkaline relative to its exterior.

The proton

motive force is,maintained by components of the electron
transport chain in the plasma membrane which pump protons
out of the cell.
The proton motive force is the immediate source of
energy for many cell processes.

It drives membrane-bound

transport systems, ATP synthesis (for a recent review see
Fillingame 1980), and is the source of energy for the
rotary motor of the flagellum (Larsen et al. 1974a; Manson
et al. 1977, 1980; Matsuura et al. 1977; Khan and Macnab
1980a; Shioi et al. 1980).

Artificially induced changes

in the proton motive force trigger a behavioral response;
hyperpolarization causes a smooth swimming (attractant)
response, and depolarization causes a tumbling (repellent)
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response (Miller and Koshland 1977, 1980; Taylor et al.
1979) .
Taylor et al.

(1979) sought to determine whether

changes in the proton motive force mediated some chemotactic responses.

They examined the responses of E. coli

and S. typhimurium to oxygen and three alternative electron acceptors: nitrate, fumarate, and trimethylamine
oxide.

The branched electron transport chain of S.

typhimurium is capable of reducing these compounds if the
proper reductase is induced.

The electron acceptors are

attractants, and the response to a given compound is
impaired if the corresponding terminal oxidase is either
inhibited (cyanide was used to inhibit aerotaxis) or
absent (shown with mutant strains deficient in either
nitrate reductase or fumarate reductase).

Taylor et al.

(1979) defined a new class of bacterial responses, elec
tron acceptor taxis, and proposed that the concentration
of electron acceptors in the medium governed the flux of
electrons through the respiratory chain, and could thereby
effect changes in the proton motive force.

The possibility

that fluctuations in ATP concentration (resulting from
changes in the proton motive force) mediated electron
acceptor taxis was eliminated by results obtained with an
E. coli unc

mutant.

In spite of negligible oxidative
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phosphorylation, this strain demonstrates normal aerotaxis.
excluding ATP as a mediator.
The results presented by Taylor et al.

(1979) were

fully consistent with their hypothesis, but several
crucial tests were not performed.

The mechanism of

aerotaxis was not investigated beyond demonstration of
sensitivity to cyanide, and tentative identification of
the oxygen receptor was based on this finding and analogy
to the roles of nitrate reductase and fumarate reductase.
No proof was offered that components of the electron
transport system other than these terminal reductases were
involved in chemotaxis, and the role of the proton motive
force was not investigated.

The possibility that the

receptors for electron acceptors interfaced directly with
the chemotaxis pathway was not excluded.
I conducted this study of aerotaxis to determine the
nature of the oxygen receptor.
addressed:

Two major questions were

(1) What are the oxygen binding characteristics

of the receptor?

(2) What is the signal from the receptor?

The first question was approached with the aid of an
improved temporal assay for aerotaxis which permitted
quantitation of the oxygen dose-response relationship.
The second problem was explored via competition experi
ments employing alternative electron acceptors and by
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measurement of changes in the proton motive force related
to a stimulus.

In addition, the relationship between

aerotaxis and chemotaxis was probed with mutants possessing
defects in the chemotaxis pathway.

The study exposed

aspects of aerotaxis which distinguish it from bacterial
responses to other substances.

2.

2.1.

Materials and Methods

Bacterial Strains and Growth Conditions
The strains of S. typhimurium, E. coli, and Bacillus

cereus used in this study are described in Table 1.

S.

typhimurium and E. coli were grown aerobically at 30°C in
Vogel-Bonner citrate medium E (Vogel and Bonner 1956), pH
6.8, supplemented with glycerol, 1% vol/vol (VBC glycerol).
or 0.6% wt/vol glucose (VBC glucose), and the auxotrophic
requirements of the particular strain as follows:

histi

dine, 0.14 yM; leucine, 0.76 yM; threonine, 0.74 yM;
thymine, 0.16 yM; thiamine, 1.5 nM.

S. typhimurium

SL3730, a galactose auxotroph was an exception.
grown without supplemental galactose.

It was

In the absence of

galactose it produces a defective cell wall and displays
improved permeability to fluorescent membrane probes (M.
Snyder and D.E. Koshland, Jr., personal communication).
Cells were grown anaerobically in VBC glucose or in VBC
glycerol supplemented with potassium nitrate (30 mM) or
potassium fumarate (30 mM).

Early log-phase cells (opti

cal density at 600 nm = 0.1 to 0.25) were washed and
suspended in VBC glucose or VBC glycerol, with appropriate
supplements.

B. cereus was grown at 30°C in the medium of

Anagnostopoulos and Spizizen (1961) supplemented with 0.6%
19
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Table 1
Bacterial Strains

Strain

Relevant genotype

Source or
reference

S. typhimurium
STl

Wild type (selected
for serine chemo-

Aswad and Koshland
1975

taxis from LT2)
ST1 hisF8786 thyAl981

Aswad and Koshland

ST23 cheZ221

1975
Aswad and Koshland

ST832

trg

1975
D.E. Koshland, Jr.

ST352

unc

T.D. Ingolia and

ST23
ST171

D.E. Koshland, Jr.
ST55
ST134

ST23 cheW226
ST23 cheC84

Warrick et al. 1977
Rubik and Koshland
1978

ST162
ST108

ST23 cheR212
ST23 cheS58

ST176
SL2516

ST23 cheY62
SL4213 cheV107

Warrick et al. 1977
Springer and Kosh
land 1977
Warrick et al. 1977
Collins and Stocker
1976
M. Snyder

BT10

galK galU463 str
ST23 cheZ221 metE862::

Galloway and Taylor

BTll

TnlO
ST23 cheBlll::TnlO

1980
Galloway and Taylor

SL3730

1980
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Table 1 (continued)

Strain

Source or

Relevant genotype

reference

E. coli
RP477

F' thi thr(Am) leu his

Parkinson 1976

A(gal-att, eda, rpsL)
RP437 (tar)

RP437 eda+ tar-539

J.S. Parkinson

RP4790

RP477 thr+ tsr-14

Parkinson 1980

AW702

trg thr leu his thi

Kondoh et al. 1979

B. cereus
M63
aThe gene designations shown are
recently by workers in chemotaxis.
genes, the original P, Q, T, U, and
by A, Y, Z, C, and B, respectively
1980).

M. Niwano
the nomenclature adopted
For S. typhimurium che
Y have been replaced
(Galloway and Taylor
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wt/vol glucose and 0.1% Bacto Casamino acids (Difco).
Washing of B. cereus resulted in poor motility and was
therefore avoided.

B. cereus was grown to early log-phase

(optical density at 600 nm = 0.1 to 0.25) or middle logphase (optical density at 600 nm = 0.25 to 0.50) and
periodically diluted with growth medium.
2.2.

Observation of Motility and Measurement of Speed
Bacteria were observed at a magnification of x500 or

x800 by using a Leitz Dialux trinocular microscope with
dark-field optics and an objective lens with a long work
ing distance (UMK50 or L32).

The microscope was fitted

with interchangeable photographic (Nikkormat ELW) or video
equipment (camera, Sanyo model VC3300X; recorder, Sanyo
model VTC7100; monitor, Hitachi model VM-172).
The photographic analysis of motility was similar to
the procedure of Spudich and Koshland (1975).

Kodak

Recording Film 2475 was exposed for 1 s with 5-Hz strobo
scopic illumination and was processed according to direc
tions for low contrast subjects in Kodak HC-110 Developer
Dilution B.

The fraction of smoothly swimming bacteria

was determined as the ratio of tracks without abrupt
change in direction to the total number of tracks.
The video analysis of motility was made during replay
in slow motion.

The path of a bacterium during a timed
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interval was marked on the monitor screen, and the speed
was calculated.

Tumbling frequency was determined as the

reciprocal of the mean time interval between consecutive
tumbles by a bacterium.
For observation of the light response, bacteria were
illuminated with a high-intensity mercury arc lamp (Osram
HBOlOOw/2) as described previously (Taylor and Koshland
1975; Taylor et al. 1979).

For normal observation, a

long-pass orange filter (Oriel 5150, 50% transmission,
530 nm) was inserted in the light path to protect bacteria
from intense blue light (Macnab and Koshland 1974).

The

effect of a pulse of blue light on cell motility was
observed when the filter was briefly removed from the
light path.
2.3.

Aerotaxis Assays
Both the spatial and temporal aerotaxis assays util

ized a Lucite flow cell (Fig. 1)

(3.8 by 8.0 by 0.4 cm)

with a cover glass top (2.4 by 6.0 cm, no. 1 thickness)
and glass bottom (3.8 by 7.5 by 0.1 cm); one end of the
flow cell (Fig. 1) was removable.

Gas was introduced via

Teflon tubing (type FEP) which extended into the closed
end of the flow cell (Fig. 1).

The gas stream from the

perforated end of the tubing was diffused by a baffle of
polyurethane foam.

The flow cell (Fig. 1) was placed on
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Fig. 1—Gas flow cell for aerotaxis assays,

Con-

figuration of the four gas lines connected to the four-way
valve seen in the upper left corner of the figure (clock
wise from top):

nitrogen inlet, outlet to flow cell,

mixture inlet, outlet to vent.

A microscope slide bearing

a drop of bacterial culture extends from the right end of
the cell. The white elliptical spot on the microscope
slide is the illuminated region of the culture.
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the stage of a Leitz Dialux microscope.

A drop of culture

was placed near one end of a microscope slide which was
then inserted into the flow cell (Fig. 1).

Observation of

the bacteria through the top of the flow cell (Fig. 1) was
possible with a long-working-distance objective.
For the spatial assay, bacteria grown in VBC glycerol
with auxotrophic requirements were washed and suspended in
VBC glucose (optical density at 600 nm = 0.10).

A 3-ml

volume of cell suspension was placed in a test tube (15 by
1.8 cm) and sealed with a stopper designed by William
Coral which allowed the contents to be sampled without
exposure to air.

The stopper was penetrated by a gas

inlet tube, an outlet, and a length of needle stock (24
gauge) that reached the bottom of the test tube and was
bent at a right angle at the upper surface of the stopper.
The cells were bubbled with 1.6 ml/s humidified nitrogen
by tilting the test tube to submerge the tip of the inlet
tube in the medium.

Vigorous bubbling resulted in poor

motility, presumably by shearing the flagella.

KCN, when

used, was added via the gas outlet pore to a final concen
tration of 5 mM, and the culture was bubbled with nitrogen
for 30 min.

By briefly closing the gas outlet, approxi

mately 50 yl of the culture was injected between a slide
and cover glass spaced by capillary fragments within the
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nitrogen-filled flow cell.

The fragments were held in

place with Lubriseal (Thomas).

A capillary tube was
It

filled with oxygen or nitrogen and sealed at one end.
was then smeared with Lubriseal and the open end was
inserted into the drop, and the behavior of the cells

around the end was observed at a magnification of X40 or
X500.

The results were photographed at low magnification

by moving aside the upper element of the dry dark-field
condenser to enlarge the circle of illumination, and by
using a X2.5 objective and X10 (Leitz) or X3.3 (Olympus;
borrowed from the laboratory of Dr. R. Beltz) eyepieces
for projection.

Kodak Recording Film 2475 was exposed

1 s, with the illuminator rheostat set at 6V.

A yellow

filter was used in the optical path to attenuate a ringshaped violet image observed with the X3.3 eyepiece.

A

100mm Nikon macro lens with extension tubes was also used.
For the temporal assay the flow cell was connected to
a gas proportioner (Figs. 2,3).

A flow meter (Matheson

1472) with a mixing chamber was fitted with stainless
steel inlet tubing connected to a cylinder of oxygen or 1%
oxygen in nitrogen.

A three-way valve permitted selection

between two ranges of oxygen flow rate.

An additional

system provided humidified, oxygen-free nitrogen,

In some

of the early experiments, argon was used in place of
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Fig. 2—Gas proportioner for the temporal aerotaxis
assay. The straight vertical stainless steel tubing to
the right of the center of the figure is the nitrogen
inlet; the curved steel tubing descending beside it
delivers oxygen. Nitrogen flows through the low pressure
regulator, a check valve, and two gas washing bottles
containing pyrogallol and water, respectively, From the
second bottle nitrogen flow is divided and passes to the
flow cell or through a check valve to a flow meter.
Oxygen passes through a three-way valve to the flow meter
where it is mixed with nitrogen, The mixture is conducted
to the flow cell by the stainless steel tube at lower
right.
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Fig. 3—Gas flow diagram for gas proportioner. The
cylinder designated
contained either oxygen or 1%
oxygen in nitrogen. In some earlier experiments, argon
was substituted for nitrogen. The four-way valve between
the mixing tube and chamber was used to switch the venti
lating gas from nitrogen to an oxygen plus nitrogen mix
ture. Gas regulators are shown as small circles, with the
selected pressure (in kilograms per square centimeter)
indicated within the circle, cv. One-way check valve.
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nitrogen.

Gas from a low-pressure regulator was directed

through a pair of gas washing bottles (Kimax) connected
with butyl rubber tubing (Fisher Scientific).

One of the

bottles contained a solution of 0.15 M pyrogallol in 10 M
KOH to remove residual oxygen, and the other bottle held
distilled water.

A four-way valve permitted selection

between scrubbed nitrogen and the oxygen mixture.

The

response to a temporal gradient of oxygen was determined
by placing 2 to 10 yl of culture on a microscope slide in
the flow cell and ventilating the flow cell with nitrogen
for up to 4 min.

Oxygen was readmitted to the flow cell

as a mixture with nitrogen or as air that rapidly diffused
into the flow cell when the nitrogen flow was stopped.
The behavior of the bacteria during a step change in gas
composition was observed and photographed or videotaped
for analysis.

For the kinetic studies, the culture was

equilibrated with nitrogen for only 1 min (to minimize
evaporative loss) before exposure to the desired oxygen
concentration.
A Beckman E2 oxygen analyzer was used to calibrate
the proportioner.

The analyzer was first calibrated with

room air and nitrogen.

It was then connected to receive

part of the effluent from the proportioner; the flow in
excess of the capacity of the analyzer was vented, and the
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total resistance of the system matched that of the flow
cell.

Nitrogen and pure oxygen entered the proportioner

and their respective flow rates were set with metering
valves.

The nitrogen flow rate was 50 units (equivalent

to 8 ml/s); the oxygen flow rate was incremented from zero
to the maximum rate of each flow meter in 10 unit steps
and the oxygen concentration in the effluent was recorded.
A standard curve relating oxygen concentration to flow
meter setting was plotted over the range of 24 to 0.1%
oxygen.

The oxygen concentration values were divided by

100 when 1% oxygen in nitrogen was substituted for pure
oxygen at the inlet of the proportioner.

The oxygen

concentration in air-saturated 0.5 M NaCl at 25°C is
272 pM (Smith 1928); this relationship was used to cal
culate the dissolved oxygen concentration.

With the

assistance of R. Brace, the conditions for rapid equilib
ration of oxygen in the gas with that in the drop were
2
determined. We used the relationship t-.,- - x /2D where
yd

tg,_ is the time required for 95% equilibration of dissolved
gas in the medium, x is the thickness of the drop on the
slide, and D is the diffusion coefficient (for oxygen D =
1.98 x 10-5 cm2/s).

A cylindrical model drop with a

radius of 3 mm and a volume of 1.8 yl is 63 ym thick.
which permits 95% equilibration with the gas stream in
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1 s.
2.4.

Polarographic Measurement of Oxygen Uptake
Clark-type oxygen electrodes were used to measure

oxygen uptake by the bacteria.

Each electrode was cali

brated with air-saturated water and with an anaerobic
bacterial suspension before use.

To measure steady-state

oxygen consumption, 1 ml of medium containing washed cells
was placed in a Lucite reaction vessel fitted with a
Yellow Springs Instruments oxygen probe (model 5331).

The

reaction vessel contained a magnetic stir bar and had an
integral water jacket which was connected to a Lauda K2/R
circulator; the temperature in the vessel was maintained
at 30°C.

The screw cap of the vessel had a removable

slotted plunger; in use the vessel was sealed by inserting
the plunger with a turning motion to gather air bubbles at
the slot, followed by a sharp tap to seat the plunger and
seal the vessel.

The signal from the oxygen probe was

processed by a Yellow Springs Instruments Biological
Oxygen Monitor and fed to a time-based Linear strip chart
recorder.

The rate of oxygen consumption was determined

from the change in oxygen concentration as a function of
time.

The effect of respiratory inhibitors was measured

by first recording the uninhibited rate, then removing the
plunger and rapidly adding the inhibitor with a Hamilton
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syringe.

A minimum of 40 yl of solution was added to

prevent inclusion of air bubbles when the plunger was
replaced.

The rate in the presence of the inhibitor was

measured and expressed as a percentage of the uninhibited
rate.
A Transidyne General Clark electrode was used with a
Transidyne General Chemical Microsensor and a strip chart
recorder (Linear) to measure the kinetics of respiration
by the method of Longmuir (1954; Schindler 1967), as
modified by Rice and Hempfling (1978).

A 170 ml reaction

vessel (Fleakertm,Corning) was placed in a water jacket
over a magnetic stirrer (Fig. 4).

A Fleaker

cap was

fitted with a sparging tube, a portal for additions, and
the oxygen electrode.

The system was calibrated with

growth medium without cells.

The medium in the vessel was

first made anaerobic by flushing with nitrogen.

The pen

deflection was measured following addition of 0.16 to
1.00 ml of air-saturated water with a glass tuberculin
syringe.

A 10 mV full scale deflection corresponded to

3.8 yM oxygen.

To measure respiration as a function of

oxygen concentration, the vessel was filled with liquid
culture and rendered anaerobic by the cells' respiration
and flushing with nitrogen.

Oxygen was added by injection

of 1 to 2 ml of air-saturated buffer to the vessel, and
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Fig. 4—Reaction vessel for measurements of the
kinetics of respiration, The butyl rubber inlet tube at
upper left carries prepurified nitrogen, The cable to the
right of the inlet tube connects the miniature Clark
electrode to the Chemical Microsensor.
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the pen deflection was recorded as a function of time as
the cells consumed the oxygen.

The curve obtained in this

way was marked at intervals corresponding to 2 s, and the
pen deflection was measured for each interval.

These

measurements were converted to units of oxygen concen
tration with a Hewlett-Packard HP-33C calculator, which
stored the parameters of the calibration curve and was
programmed to perform the conversion.

Tabular data con

sisting of oxygen concentrations at corresponding points
in time was analyzed with a BASIC language program written
by F. Lawler, and a Texas Instruments TI FS990 computer.
The program calculated the rate of oxygen uptake for each
point in time by determining the slope of the line passing
through the point preceding and the point following.

A

printout included velocities and a Lineweaver-Burk plot of
the data.
2.5.

Determination of Cytochrome Composition
With the assistance of B. Fandrich, an Aminco DW-2a

spectrophotometer with the low temperature attachment was
used to measure the difference spectrum of S_. typhimurium
cytochromes at 77°K by published methods (Chance 1957;
Haddock et al. 1976).

Cells were washed and suspended to

14 mg protein/ml, and placed in cuvettes with a path
length of 2 mm.

Reduced minus hydrogen peroxide-oxidized
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difference spectra were used to detect cytochromes d and
b; cytochrome o was detected by measuring carbon monoxidereduced minus reduced difference spectra.
2.6.

Fluorometric Measurement of Membrane Potential
One ml of an ethanol solution (1 mM) of the cyanine

dye diS-C^-CS)

(Sims et al. 1974) or 2 yl of 8-anilino-l-

naphthalene sulfonate (5 mM)

(Azzi 1974) was added to 3 ml

of cell suspension (optical density at 600 nm = 0.3) in a
fluorometer cuvette.

The cells were stirred continuously

by a magnetic bar, and a stream of air or nitrogen was
directed into the capped cuvette.

Fluorescence was

measured in a Spex Fluorolog spectrofluorometer with
multialkali photodetector,

The excitation and emission

wavelengths were 622 and 670 nm, respectively, for diS-C^(5) and 375 and 472 nm, respectively, for 8-anilino-lnaphthalene sulfonate.

The spectral band-pass was 10 nm.

Simultaneous measurement of oxygen concentration was made
with a Chemical Microsensor (Transidyne General) connected
to a needle oxygen electrode (Transidyne General no. 760)
and a silver-silver chloride reference electrode positioned
in opposite corners of the fluorometer cuvette so that
they were out of the light path.

Additions were made with

a Hamilton syringe through the gas outlet pore in the
cuvette cap.

At the end of the experiment, a drop of
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culture from the cuvette was examined under the microscope
to confirm that the bacteria were motile and had not been
killed by the photodynamic action of the dye (Miller and
Koshland 1978; Taylor and Koshland 1975).
2.7.

Special Materials
The cyanine dye diS-C^-CS) was generously provided by

A. Waggoner.

Carbonyl cyanide-m-chlorophenyl hydrazone

(CCCP), 2-heptyl-4-hydroxyquinoline N-oxide (HOQNO), and
valinomycin were obtained from Sigma,

Gases with a stated

purity of 99.998% were obtained from Matheson (prepurified
grade) and Big Three Industries (chromatographic grade).
Other chemicals were reagent grade materials obtained from
commercial sources and were used without further purification.

3.

3.1.

Results

Measurement of Responses to Spatial Gradients
Aerotaxis assays which employ spatial gradients of

oxygen concentration are useful because they simulate the
conditions in the natural environment.

Oxygen consumption

by the bacteria conveniently produces gradients for demon
stration of the oxygen response, and this method has been
applied successfully for screening various species for
aerotaxis (Engelmann 1881, 1894; Beijerinck 1893; Baracchini
and Sherris 1959).

However, the requirement for respi-

ration to produce an oxygen gradient precludes the use of
respiratory inhibitors.

I developed a spatial gradient

assay in which the oxygen gradient is imposed on the
bacteria regardless of their respiratory activity.
For the spatial assay, a dilute culture of S_, typhimurium was made anaerobic by bubbling with nitrogen, and a
drop was then placed in the nitrogen-ventilated micro
chamber (see Materials and Methods).

An oxygen-filled

capillary was inserted into the drop, and the distribution
of bacteria was observed under the microscope.

The results

obtained with the wild-type strain ST1 are shown in Fig.
5A.

The bacteria formed a distinct cluster at the mouth

of the capillary tube within 5 min (Fig. 5A).
41

The cluster
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Fig. 5—Response of anaerobic S_. typhimurium ST1 to
an oxygen spatial gradient in the presence and absence of
KCN. The preparation was photographed with dark-field
illumination 5 min after insertion (described in the text)
of a gas-filled capillary into anaerobic S^. typhimurium
ST1 in Vogel-Bonner medium with 0.6% (wt/vol) glucose.
(B) Capillary contained
(A) Capillary contained oxygen,
(C) Capillary contained oxygen, and the medium
nitrogen.
contained 5 mM KCN.
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persisted for up to 2 h.

High magnification (x800)

revealed that cells within the cluster swam at normal
speed (30 ym/s), whereas cells at the periphery of the
drop moved at approximately one-half this speed.

The wild

type E. coli strain RP477 gave similar results.
No cluster formed around the mouth of a control
capillary filled with nitrogen (Fig. 5B).

When the medium

containing cells was equilibrated with 2.5 yM oxygen, a
capillary containing pure oxygen failed to elicit a
response.

The upper and lower limits of the spatial

gradient formed under these conditions are approximately
1000 yM and 2.5 yM, respectively and the failure of the
cells to respond to such a gradient suggests that the
oxygen receptor has a Kd smaller than 2.5 yM.

In the

presence of 1 mM KCN the response to the imposed spatial
gradient was attenuated; 5 mM KCN blocked the response
(Fig. 5C).

To ensure that the KCN-inhibited cells were

anaerobic, the culture was gassed with nitrogen for 30 min
before the assay.

This precaution probably reduced the

concentration of cyanide in the medium by offgassing HCN,
because at pH 6.8 in VBC glucose, the calculated HCN:CN
ratio is 20:1.

Therefore the actual concentration at the

time of the assay was likely lower than the initial concen
tration .
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The possibility that the MCP's play a role in aerotaxis was tested with two types of spatial assay.

A tube

assay similar to that of Beijerinck (1893) was employed to
measure aerotaxis in E. coli mutants deficient in MCP I
(tsr) or MCP II (tar).

Bacteria were placed in the bottom

of a test tube filled with medium.

They formed a band

which migrated in response to the oxygen gradient generated by respiration.

initial results indicated that the

tar mutant migrated at a much slower rate than the tsr and
wild-type strains (Fig. 6), and raised the possibility
that the tar protein was involved in aerotaxis.

The rate

of oxygen consumption was similar in all three strains
(Table 2); this implied that comparable oxygen gradients
formed in each tube and that the tar strain was exposed to
a stimulus equivalent to those experienced by the other
strains.

However, examination of the three strains with

the microscope showed over 90% of the cells in wild-type
and tsr cultures were actively motile, but many tar cells
were nonmotile and the rest swam slowly with a wobbly
pattern.

To test the possibility that poor motility was

responsible for the slow migration of tar cells in the
tube assay, all three strains were selected for motility
before subsequent aerotaxis assays.

The motility selec

tion was performed with tryptone semi-solid agar plates
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Fig. 6—Rate of migration of E. coli mutants, before
selection for motility, in response to a self-generated
oxygen gradient.

A 1 to 3% glycerol gradient in 10 mM

potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 0.3 mM
(NH^^SO^ was preformed in glass tubes (7.5 by 1.0 cm).
E. coli RP477 (che+)
(tsr)

(O)/ RP437 (tar)

(□), and RP 4790

(A) were grown at 30°C in Vogel-Bonner glycerol

medium with required supplements until the optical density
at 600 nm reached 0.45 to 0.50.

The cells were washed

twice and suspended in phosphate-EDTA-(NH^)2SO4 with 5%
glycerol. A 0.1-ml portion of the washed bacteria was
introduced beneath the glycerol gradient; the surface of
the gradient was gassed with nitrogen, and the tubes were
stoppered and sealed with Lubriseal. The bacteria con
sumed the oxygen in their environment and migrated as a
band in response to the resulting oxygen gradient. The
distance that each mutant had migrated from the bottom of
the tube was measured at the times indicated.
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Table 2
Oxygen Consumption by E. coli Strains

Strain

Rate
yM min ^ (mg dry wt) "l-

%Control

RP477

35

RP437 tar

32

100
92

RP4790 (tsr)

28

79

Oxygen uptake was measured as described in Materials
and Methods. The optical density of the cultures at 600 nm
was 1.0.
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followed by a test for swarming on semi-solid agar which
contained serine or aspartate.

An inoculum placed below

the surface of each plate grew and produced a gradient of
attractant by consuming it (Adler 1966b).

Cells capable

of responding to the gradient spread from the site of
inoculation in an expanding ring.

The diameter of the

ring formed after 21 h by selected "tar" cells in a plate
containing serine was three times the diameter obtained
with a plate containing aspartate, which indicated that
the tar defect was still present in the selected cells.
Cultures with 90% motility were obtained by sampling the
plate at the edge of the ring.

After selection, the

motility of all three strains was comparable, and all
three migrated at a similar rate in the tube assay for
aerotaxis (Fig. 7).

The motility of the tar stock culture

stored with refrigeration deteriorated within a few days.
The capillary assay also revealed normal aerotaxis by
these strains, as well as E. coli and S. typhimurium trgdeficient strains which lack MCP III.

The presence of

1 mM aspartate or 1 mM serine in the medium did not impair
the response of wild-type cells to oxygen.

If aerotaxis

were mediated by MCP I or MCP II, competition by the
corresponding amino acid would be expected to block the
oxygen response (Strange and Koshland 1976), as serine
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Fig. 7—Rate of migration of E. coli mutants selected
for motility in response to a self-generated oxygen gradient. Experimental conditions were similar to Fig. 6
except that the mutants were selected for motility as
described in the text.
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blocks the response to temperature gradients (Maeda and
Imae 1979).

These results indicate that aerotaxis is not

mediated by the known MCP's.
3.2.

Measurement of Responses to Temporal Gradients
The sensing mechanism for chemotaxis involves com

parison over time of changes in effector concentration
rather than comparison of simultaneous measurements made
at different points in space (Macnab and Koshland 1972).
As a result, the bacteria respond to a step increase in
attractant concentration by suppressing tumbling and
swimming smoothly for an interval before relaxing to a
normal (random) motility pattern.

The time required for

50% of the bacteria to resume random motility is a valid
measure of the chemotactic response (Spudich and Koshland
1975).
Taylor et al.

(1979) used a simple temporal assay for

aerotaxis in which a drop of anaerobic culture was placed
under a bridged cover glass as a continuous stream of
nitrogen flowed over the slide.

When the nitrogen flow

was stopped and the cover glass was lifted, a smooth
swimming response could be observed with a microscope.
This method is adequate to demonstrate the response of
bacteria to a temporal gradient of oxygen, but offers no
control over the magnitude of the stimulus.

Reproduc-
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ibility is also a problem; due to turbulent flow and
mixing, the nitrogen stream over the slide exposed on the
microscope stage does not reliably exclude all oxygen from
the culture (B.L. Taylor, personal communication).
Development of an apparatus for quantitative temporal
aerotaxis assays was the goal of William Goral in the
Taylor laboratory at Loma Linda University.

Goral designed

a Lucite gas flow cell to accept microscope slides, and
constructed a gas proportioner which delivered preselected
mixtures of dry nitrogen (or argon) and oxygen, or humidified nitrogen, to the flow cell.

The composition of the

mixture could be varied to give an equilibrium concen
tration of dissolved oxygen in the medium between 0.03 and
300 yM.

Coral's apparatus permitted observation with the

microscope of changes in the swimming pattern of bacteria
as the gas composition of the medium was altered.
In my control experiments, ST1 responded to a change
from humidified nitrogen to dry nitrogen by tumbling for a
few seconds.

Temperature measurements revealed a 4°C

decrease when the perfusion gas was changed from humiditied nitrogen to dry nitrogen.

I modified the gas proper

tioner to the configuration shown in Fig. 2 and diagrammed
in Fig. 3, so that all of the nitrogen is scrubbed for
residual oxygen and humidified before it reaches the flow
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cell.

The change eliminated the problem of temperature

fluctuations and reduced the rate of water evaporation
from the drop, permitting longer uninterrupted periods of
observation.

However, with all nitrogen flow directed

through the gas wash bottles, the maximum flow rate was
significantly reduced.

This problem was circumvented by

construction and use of a flow cell with less internal
resistance than the original flow cell.

The interior of

the new cell was painted black, which reduced light
scattering and improved the contrast of images seen
through the microscope.

A metering valve and a four-way

valve were substituted for two three-way valves just
upstream from the flow cell.

The metering valve permitted

precise matching of the flow rate of nitrogen to the flow
rate of the mixture (see Fig. 3).

The four-way valve

facilitated rapid, smooth switching between the mixture
and nitrogen.
When a drop of culture on a slide was placed in the
flow cell the bacteria rapidly became anaerobic when the
chamber was ventilated with prepurified nitrogen or argon.
When anaerobic S. typhimurium ST1 in VBC glucose medium
was exposed to oxygen, the bacteria suppressed tumbling
and swam smoothly for about 15 s before resuming random
motility (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8—Effect of a temporal gradient of 0 to 270 yM
oxygen on the motility pattern of S^. typhimurium ST1.
Strain STl in Vogel-Bonner medium with glucose was placed
in a flow cell and made anaerobic by ventilation with
argon gas. After 4 min of preincubation, 21% oxygen in
argon was introduced as the ventilating gas at zero time.
The motility of strain STl was photographed with a strobo
scopic lamp; the tumbling frequency (A) and speed (B) of
the bacteria were measured as described in the text.
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The transition from anaerobic to aerobic conditions
was accompanied by changes in velocity and tumbling fre
quency.

As previously observed in the spatial assay, the

mean swimming speed of anaerobic S. typhimurium in medium
with glucose was 19 ym/s.

Anaerobiosis affected the

population uniformly; the distribution of speeds about the
mean was normal and was not skewed by a disproportionate
number of sluggish bacteria (Fig. 9).

When aerated,

strain STl organisms rapidly accelerated with a slight
overshoot before steady-state swimming speeds were ap
proached.

The smooth response to oxygen was also followed

by an overshoot in which the tumbling frequency was in
creased over the normal aerobic tumbling frequency of this
organism.

The speed overshoot and the tumbling overshoot

were not simultaneous.
The random motility of anaerobic S_. typhimurium STl
at zero time in Fig. 8 was observed only after the bacteria had been anaerobic for 2 to 3 min.

The time course

of change in motility during the temporal aerotaxis assay
is seen more clearly in Fig. 10, which shows a longer time
interval.

At the commencement of anaerobiosis, the cells

began to swim smoothly.

This was not the result of a

favorable stimulus caused by the loss of oxygen.

On the

contrary, when an aerobic culture of S. typhimurium STl
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Fig. 9—The distribution of speeds in (A) aerobic and
(B) anaerobic
typhimurium ST1. Cells were photographed
with a stroboscopic lamp flashing at 5 Hz. The negatives
were projected and the length of each straight track was
measured to the nearest mm, and the speed of each cell was
calculated. The arrow indicates the mean speed.
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Fig. 10—Effect of sequential temporal gradients of
oxygen on the motility pattern of S. typhimurium ST1.

The

experimental procedure was similar to that described in
the legend to Fig. 8 except that the ventilating gas was
N2 with two step increases in oxygen concentration to give
the dissolved oxygen concentrations indicated.

The response

of the bacteria was videotaped, and the tumbling frequency
(A) and speed (B) were determined as described in the
text. The data points shown are the means of measurements
made of 5 to 10 bacteria.
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was flushed with nitrogen, the cells first entered a
tumbling phase, then slowed down and swam smoothly.
Although the tumbling phase was consistently observed in
the microscope, it was not evident in Fig. 10 because the
response was brief (approximately 3 s) compared with the
time scale in the figure.

This led us to consider whether

the tumbling response might be interrupted by a loss of
energy required for tumbling (see Section 3.5.1.).

The

restoration of random motility in the slow anaerobic cells
represents adaptation to the anaerobic state.

Adaptation

was not inhibited by chloramphenicol and therefore does
not require protein synthesis.

The oxygen response of S_.

typhimurium ST1 was lengthened by aerobic growth in VBC
glucose and by anaerobic incubation or growth in the same
medium.
3.2.1.

Kinetics of aerotaxis.

In a series of

temporal assays S. typhimurium STl in glucose medium was
kept anaerobic for 1 min and then exposed to a predeter
mined concentration of oxygen, and the response (smooth
swimming) of the bacteria was videotaped and timed.

A

series of measurements made on several days were combined
to produce a dose-response plot (Fig. 11), which indicated
that 0.4 yM oxygen elicited a half-maximal aerotactic
response .

The composite data were not sufficiently pre
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Fig. 11—Dose-response relationship for aerotaxis in
S. typhimurium STl.

The bacteria were prepared in Vogel-

Bonner medium with glucose, and aerotaxis was measured by
the temporal assay as described in the text, Timing of
the response commenced when the bacteria accelerated after
exposure to oxygen and ended when 50% of the bacteria had
resumed random swimming.
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else to yield acceptable results in a Lineweaver-Burk
plot, but indicated that the K 0.5 of the aerotaxis receptor
was similar to the K

m

of cytochrome o, 0.2 yM, measured in
—

E. coli (Rice and Hempfling 1978) .
Data suitable for analysis by the method of Lineweaver
and Burk (1934) were obtained by measuring all points for
a given plot on one day.

To reduce the time consumed in

each assay, the video recorder was not used; the responses
were timed directly, after thorough familiarity with the
motility pattern of the cells was developed through
repetitive practice.

At least five determinations were

averaged for each point, and a limited number of points
were obtained over a range of oxygen concentrations near
0.4 yM.

The concentrations are near the Km for cytochrome

oxidase (Rice and Hempfling 1978), and the lower oxygen
concentrations were expected to raise the proton motive
force from its anaerobic value to a level significantly
below its aerobic value.

The steady-state tumbling

probability is reduced in cells with subnormal proton
motive force (Khan and Macnab 1980).

To minimize possible

bias introduced by subnormal proton motive force, I ex
cluded data obtained with oxygen concentrations below
0.4 yM with S. typhimurium and E. coli and 0.2 yM with B.
cereus.

The K 0.5 was determined by least squares linear
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regression analysis of the data in reciprocal form.
The K

0.5 for aerotaxis in

was approximately 0.7 yM.

typhimurium (Fig. 12)

Similar results were obtained

with a Hofstee plot of the data.

The K

for aerotaxis
0.5
in E. coli (Fig. 13) was 0.77 yM, and the corresponding

value for B. cereus was 0.31 yM (Fig. 14).

The K

0.5 is a
reasonable approximation of the dissociation constant for
a receptor.

If the oxygen receptor were the terminal

oxidase as proposed by Taylor et al.
should be similar to the

(1979), the K

for respiration,

0.5

Such a

similarity exists between the K
coli, 0.77 yM, and the

for aerotaxis in E.
0.5
for cytochrome o, 0.2 yM, which

is the terminal oxidase present in this organism during
aerobic log-phase growth (Rice and Hempfling 1978; Castor
and Chance 1959).

A second terminal oxidase in E. coli,

cytochrome d, has a much smaller

(0.024 yM) and is not

observed in log-phase cells grown aerobically (Rice and
Hempfling 1978; Castor and Chance 1959).

The results

therefore indicated that cytochrome o was probably the
receptor for aerotaxis in E. coli.

Cytochrome o has not

been previously reported in S^. typhimurium.

Cytochrome d

has been observed (Drabikowska 1970), but the similarity
of the K

0.5 for aerotaxis in S. typhimurium to that in E.

coli suggested that cytochrome o was more likely to be the
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Fig. 12—Lineweaver-Burk plot for aerotaxis in £[.
typhimurium ST1. The procedure was similar to that used
for Fig. 11. Each point is the mean of at least 5 deter
minations. The line was obtained by a least squares
linear regression analysis.
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Fig. 13—Lineweaver-Burk plot for aerotaxis in E.
coli 0W1. The procedure is described in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 14—Lineweaver-Burk plot for aerotaxis in B.
cereus M63. The procedure is described in Fig. 12.
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receptor in S. typhimurium.

We identified cytochrome o in

S. typhimurium by low-temperature difference spectroscopy;
the results are presented in Section 3.4.

The terminal

oxidase in B. cereus is cytochrome aa^ (Doi and Halvorson
1960; McFeters et al. 1970; Lang et al. 1972).

Its role

as the aerotaxis receptor in this species was evidenced by
the similarity between its K

0.5

for aerotaxis and its K

m

for respiration (Section 3.3.).
No evidence was found for oxygen receptors with a
dissociation constant greater than 10 — 6 M.

The response

time for 300 yM oxygen was similar to that for 2 yM
oxygen.

This is consistent with the finding that the

cells failed to respond to a spatial gradient in which the
minimum oxygen concentration was 2.5 yM (Section 3.1.).
Clostridia sp. and Spirillum sp. are repelled by high
concentrations of oxygen (Baracchini and Sherris 1959;
Beijerinck 1893; Engelmann 1894), but no evidence that S^.
typhimurium, E. coli, or B. cereus are similarly repelled
was found by temporal or spatial assays (spatial assays
with B. cereus were performed by M. Niwano).
3.2.2.

Effect of respiratory inhibitors on aerotaxis.

The earliest evidence that the receptor for aerotaxis was
a terminal oxidase was the observation that cyanide concen_3
trations in the range of 10
M inhibit respiration (for a
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review, see Jurtshuk et al. 1975) and aerotaxis (Taylor et
At 5 mM, cyanide prevented a response in our

al. 1979).

temporal assay, as well as our spatial assay (see Section
3.1.) .
Attempts to find other respiratory inhibitors which
blocked aerotaxis in Salmonella were unsuccessful.
William Goral screened inhibitors including Antimycin A,
Amytal, Rotenone, British anti-lewisite and HOQNO.

None

of these blocked the response of Salmonella in the temporal assay.
Further progress with inhibitor studies was made with
B. cereus.

Goral noted inhibition of aerotaxis with 1 yM

HOQNO, which acts on the respiratory chain at the b cyto
chromes (McFeters et al. 1970; Niwano and Taylor, unpublished results).

I measured the response of B. cereus as

a function of oxygen concentration in the presence of 2 yM
HOQNO; a Lineweaver-Burk plot of the data is shown in
Fig. 15.

HOQNO inhibited the response without changing

This noncompetitive inhibition pattern is
0.5*
consistent with HOQNO inhibition at cytochrome b and
the K

supports the hypothesis that aerotaxis is mediated by the
whole electron transport system and not just by the
terminal oxidase.
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Fig. 15—Inhibition of aerotaxis in B. cereus M63 by
HOQNO. The concentrations of HOQNO were: broken line,
none; solid line, 2.0 yM. The K 0.5 shown was obtained in
the presence of 2.0 yM HOQNO. The procedure is described
in Fig. 12.
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Competition between oxygen and other electron

3.2.3.
acceptors.

The electron transport systems of £. typhimurium

and E. coli are branched pathways that can utilize oxygen
or alternative terminal electron acceptors (Haddock and
Jones 1977).

The most studied alternate electron acceptors

are nitrate and fumarate, and the terminal components of
the electron transport systems that interact with these
acceptors are nitrate reductase and fumarate reductase,
respectively.

Both nitrate and fumarate are attractants

for S. typhimurium and E. coli, and in each case the
receptor is the terminal reductase (Taylor et al. 1979).
If taxis to electron acceptors is mediated by electron
transport and the proton motive force, aerotaxis should be
competitive with taxis to nitrate and fumarate.
demonstrated (Table 3).

This was

The aerotactic response was

significantly reduced in the presence of nitrate or
fumarate (P<0.001).

Inhibition by nitrate plus fumarate

was similar to inhibition by either electron acceptor used
separately.

Induction of the terminal reductase was

required for competition.
3.3.

Measurement of Kinetics of Respiration
As pointed out previously, the K 0.5 for aerotaxis

in E. coli is of the same order of magnitude as the
cytochrome o.

To facilitate comparison of these para-

for
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Table 3
Effect of Nitrate and Fumarate on
Aerotaxis in S. typhimurium STla

Carbon
source
Glycerol

Glucose

Additions to medium
Electron acceptor

Response to oxy-^
gen gradient (s;

None

16.0 ± 1.9 (11)

Nitrate

10.9 ± 1.2 (6)

Fumarate

10.8 ± 1.1 (5)

Nitrate and fumarate

10.3 ± 1.8 (6)

None

14.7 ± 1.5 (7)

aS. typhimurium ST1 was grown anaerobically overnight
in Vogel-Bonner medium with glycerol plus nitrate (30 mM)
and/or fumarate (30 mM). The cells were washed in aerated
Vogel-Bonner medium containing the indicated carbon source
and electron acceptors. Aerotaxis was measured by the
temporal assay.
°The times shown for the smooth swimming response are
the mean ± standard deviation, with the number of determi
nations shown within parentheses.
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meters in S. typhimurium and B. cereus we determined the
for respiration in these species.

The method of

Longmuir (1954) was used as modified by Rice and Hempfling
(1978) .

Bacteria in a sealed, stirred, temperature1. jy,

controlled Fleaker
their medium.

were allowed to deplete the oxygen in

Oxygen was added to the anaerobic culture

in air-saturated water, and the course of oxygen depletion
was monitored with an oxygen electrode connected to a
time-based strip chart recorder.

The rate of oxygen

consumption as a function of oxygen concentration was
measured, and K

values were determined with Lineweaver-

m

Burk plots.
A double-reciprocal plot of data obtained with ST1 is
shown in Fig. 16.

The plot yields a

0.74 yM, a value similar to the
coli, 0.24 yM.

for respiration of

for cytochrome o in E.

The Transidyne General Clark-type polaro-

graphic oxygen electrode gave spurious results in the
presence of cyanide, and therefore its effect on the
kinetics of respiration could not be measured.

The Yellow

Springs Instruments oxygen electrode continued to function
in the presence of cyanide, and though it was too noisy at
low oxygen concentrations to use for the K

m

determinations,

it was employed to measure the effects of inhibitors on
steady-state oxygen consumption.

The only inhibitor which
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Fig. 16—Lineweaver-Burk plot for respiration in 53.
typhimurium STl.

The line was obtained by a least squares

linear regression analysis,
the text.

The procedure is described in
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consistently blocked respiration in S. typhimurium was
KCN, which at 1 mM reduced respiration to 1% of the uninhibited rate (Table 4) .

Sodium azide at 25 mM increased

oxygen consumption (Table 5), presumably by acting as an
uncoupler; at 30 mM it inhibited respiration but the
magnitude of the effect was variable, ranging from 39 to
100% inhibition.

Because its effects were unpredictable

it was not used in aerotaxis assays.

The inhibitor HOQNO

failed to inhibit respiration in ST1 at a concentration
sufficient to affect B. cereus (Table 6).

This is pre

sumably due to impermeability of the Salmonella cell
envelope to HOQNO, because electron transport in vesicles
prepared from the closely allied species E. coli is sensi
tive to HOQNO (Crispen et al. 1979).

The presence of the

solvent DMSO did not facilitate HOQNO inhibition in
Salmonella, though it might have been expected to aid
transport of the inhibitor into the cell (we nevertheless
thank Dr. Britton Chance for the suggestion).
A Lineweaver-Burk plot of respiration data for B.
cereus is shown in Fig. 17; Fig. 18 presents the results
obtained in the presence of 2 yM HOQNO.
from each plot is about 0.8 yM.

The K m derived

The pattern of inhibition

indicates that HOQNO acts noncompetitively with respect to
the terminal oxidase, and is consistent with the non-
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Table 4
Inhibition of S_. typhimurium ST1
Oxygen Consumption by Potassium Cyanide

[KCN], mM

%Inhibitiona

0.1

75

0.5
0.8

96
98

1.0

99

aOxygen uptake was measured by the procedure
used in Table 2; KCN was then added at the speci
fied concentration and oxygen uptake measured
again. Percent inhibition was computed from
the rate of oxygen uptake before and after KCN
addition.
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Table 5
Inhibition of S. typhimurium ST1
Oxygen Consumption by Sodium Azide

[NaN3], mM

%Uninhibited Ratea

25

90
943

30

37

10

32.5

0

35

0

The procedure used was similar to Table 4.
Note that the azide-inhibited rate is expressed
as a percentage of the uninhibited rate.
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Table 6
Effect of Respiratory Inhibitors on
S_. typhimurium ST1 and B. cereus M63

Strain
ST1

Inhibitor

%Inhibitiona

KCN

1 mM

99

NaN

40 mM

100

20 yM

0

HOQNO+DMSO b

20 yM

0

HOQNO

20 yM

72

3
HOQNO

M6 3

Concentration

aThe procedure used was similar to Table 4.
■u.

DThe concentration of DMSO was 0.1% vol/vol.
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Fig. 17—Lineweaver-Burk plot for respiration in B.
cereus M63.

The procedure is described in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 18—Inhibition of respiration in B. cereus M63
by HOQNO.

The concentrations of HOQNO were: broken line.
none; solid line, 2.0 yM. The procedure is described in
Fig. 16.
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competitive inhibition of aerotaxis (Fig. 15) at the b
cytochromes (McFeters et al. 1970; Niwano and Taylor,
unpublished data).
3.4.

Identification of the Aerotaxis Receptor in
S. typhimurium
The K

for aerotaxis and the

0.5

for oxygen for

respiration in aerobically grown S. typhimurium were
similar to the

for oxygen in the closely allied species

E. coli grown aerobically (Rice and Hempfling 1978).
However, the terminal oxidase induced in E. coli by these
conditions, cytochrome o, has never been reported in S.
typhimurium.

With the assistance of Bryan Fandrich, I

obtained difference spectra with a wavelength-scanning
spectrophotometer equipped with low-temperature accessories
(Chance 1957; Haddock et al. 1976).
The CO-reduced minus reduced difference spectrum of
aerobically grown log-phase S. typhimurium LT2-Zinder
(Fig. 19) possesses a major peak at 414 nm.
is diagnostic for cytochrome o (Chance 1953).

This feature
The ter

minal oxidase previously shown in Salmonella (Drabikowska
1971), cytochrome d, was barely detectable in the reduced
minus hydrogen peroxide-oxidized difference spectrum of
aerobically grown log-phase cells; its a-peak appears at
627 nm (Fig. 19).

The difference spectra suggest that the
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Fig. 19—Difference spectra recorded at 77°K obtained
with
typhimurium LT2-Zinder grown aerobically to middle
log-phase in VBC glycerol. Solid line, respirationreduced minus I^C^-oxidized; dotted line, CO-reduced minus
reduced; broken line, reduced minus reduced. The protein
concentration measured by the biuret method was 14 mg/ml.
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primary terminal oxidase in S_. typhimurium cultured aerobi
cally is cytochrome o, which is the terminal oxidase in E.
coli grown under similar conditions (Rice and Hempfling
1978) .

We therefore concluded that the receptor for

aerotaxis in S_. typhimurium was cytochrome o.
We considered the possibility that cytochrome d was
also an aerotaxis receptor.

Cytochrome d is induced in S.

typhimurium and E. coli during oxygen-limited growth
(Drabikowska 1971; Moss 1952), and in E. coli has a K

m

for oxygen of 0.02 yM, one-tenth of the value for cyto
chrome o (Rice and Hempfling 1978) .

Cytochrome d is less

sensitive to inhibition by cyanide than cytochrome o
(Pudek and Bragg 1974) .
To induce cytochrome d (Haddock et al. 1976), S_.
typhimurium ST1 was grown aerobically to stationary phase
and anaerobically in VBC glycerol with nitrate or fumarate.
The presence of cytochrome d was confirmed by a peak at
626 nm in the reduced minus hydrogen peroxide-oxidized
absorption spectrum obtained at 77° K (Figs. 20, 21,22).
Preliminary aerotaxis assays failed to show any difference
in sensitivity to oxygen between cells with cytochrome d
and those grown aerobically.

Because the maximum reaction

velocity in respiration for cytochrome d is 50% of V for
cytochrome o (Rice and Hempfling 1978), we considered the
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Fig. 20—Difference spectra recorded at 77°K obtained
with S_. typhimurium LT2-Zinder grown aerobically to station
ary phase in VBC glycerol. Solid line, respirationreduced minus f^C^-oxidized; dotted line; CO-reduced minus
reduced; broken line, reduced minus reduced. The proce
dure is described in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 21—Difference spectra recorded at 77°K obtained
with
typhimurium LT2--Zinder grown anaerobically to
stationary phase in VBC glycerol plus fumarate (30mM).
Solid line, respiration-reduced minus I^C^-oxidized;
dotted line, CO-reduced minus reduced; broken line, reduced
minus reduced. The procedure is described in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 22—Difference spectra recorded at 77°K obtained
with S. typhimurium LT2-Zinder grown anaerobically to
stationary phase in VBC glycerol plus nitrate (30mM).
Solid line, respiration-reduced minus t^C^-oxidized;
dotted line, CO-reduced minus reduced; broken line, reduced
minus reduced. The procedure is described in Fig. 19.
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possibility that cytochrome d was incapable of causing
sufficient changes in the proton motive force to trigger a
response.

To test this possibility the swimming speed of

the cells was measured in the presence of 0.1 yM oxygen.
which is five times the

for cytochrome d.

At energy

levels that are less than saturating for the motors, the
swimming speed is proportional to the proton motive force
(Khan and Macnab 1980b) and would indicate the magnitude
of the proton motive force maintained by cytochrome d.
Table 7 presents the swimming speeds of cells grown
aerobically, to induce cytochrome o, and cells grown
anaerobically in the presence of nitrate or fumarate to
induce cytochrome d (cytochrome o is also present in these
cells; see Figs. 21, 22).

The speed of cells grown

aerobically, measured in the presence of 0.1 yM oxygen,
was not significantly different from the anaerobic speed.
When exposed to a step increase from 0 to 0.1 yM oxygen.
cells induced for cytochrome d either failed to swim
faster (if grown with nitrate) or speeded up marginally,
achieving only 70% of their maximum speed (if grown with
fumarate).

These data are consistent with the proposition

that the reaction kinetics of cytochrome d prevent it from
acting as an aerotaxis receptor.

Note that the optical

density at 600 nm of the cultures used was about 0.3.
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Table 7
Effect of Oxygen Concentration on Speed of
S. typhimurium ST1 Grown Aerobically and Anaerobically

Speed
Growth conditions

270 yM 02

0.1 yM 02

Anaerobic

Aerobic VBC glycerol

20.9 ± 6.0
29.7 ± 3.1

14.6 ± 2.6
21.2 ± 2.7

13.5 ± 3.6
22.1 ± 1.2

Anaerobic VBC glycerol
+ fumarate

28.7 ± 3.9

20.0 ± 1.9

14.6 ± 1.2

Anaerobic VBC glucose

28.7 ± 5.3

21.9 ± 1.2

16.0 ± 2.0

Anaerobic VBC glycerol
+ nitrate

Bacteria were grown under the conditions shown and
were washed and resuspended in VBC glucose at 25°. The
cells were incubated for at least 10 min before measuring
swimming speed. Speeds were determined from videotape
recordings of swimming cells. Each value is the mean ±
standard deviation for 5-10 individual cells.
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This cell density facilitates video analysis by permitting
many cells to be recorded simultaneously.

However, the

respiration of the cells at this density may have reduced
the actual oxygen concentration significantly below
0.1 yM.
In S. typhimurium differences in the composition of
the b cytochromes among the cells grown under various
conditions were evident.

The absorption band of cyto-

chrome b
-556 was present in all the reduced minus oxidized
difference spectra, but was most prominent when the cells
were grown anaerobically.

It is accompanied by cytochrome

b,-^ in log-phase cells and by cytochrome b^g in cells
grown anaerobically with fumarate.

The cytochrome b
-556
peak was largest if the cells were grown anaerobically
with nitrate (Fig. 22).

E. coli grown under similar

conditions produces high concentrations of cytochrome
—556'

Participates in the reduction of nitrate

(Haddock et al. 1976).

The peak at 500 nm in the CO-

reduced minus reduced difference spectra has been tenta
tively attributed to a zinc porphyrin (Dr. B. Chance,
personal communication).

The weak absorption band at

594 nm in the reduced minus oxidized spectrum of cells
grown anaerobically with fumarate corresponds to cyto
chrome a^, an oxidase of unknown function.
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3.5.

Measurement of the Proton Motive Force
A variety of techniques for measurement of the proton

motive force in bacteria are currently in use, including
direct measurements with microelectrodes placed in "giant"
E. coli, and various indirect methods such as determi
nation of the distribution of radiolabeled permeant
cations (for a review, see Fillingame 1980) or measure
ments with fluorescent probes (Azzi 1974; Waggoner 1979).
We elected to use fluorescent dyes to monitor changes in
membrane potential, to indicate changes in the proton
motive force.

The membrane potential is the major corn-

ponent of the proton motive force at pH 6.8, and this
method permits detection within a few seconds of changes
in the proton motive force.
The experiments were carefully designed to avoid
deleterious effects of the dyes on motility and chemotaxis.

Photooxidizable dyes such as the cyanine dye diS-

C^-(5) are notorious as mediators of the photodynamic
effect (Blum 1941; Taylor and Koshland 1975; Miller and
Koshland 1978).

Upon illumination in the presence of

oxygen, photooxidizable dyes generate singlet oxygen which
is highly toxic to the cells.

To avoid the photodynamic

effect we used dye concentrations smaller than 0.5 yM and
limited the illumination for excitation by narrowing the
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excitation bandpass to 10 nm (Miller and Koshland 1978).
The Spex Fluorolog fluorometer was sufficiently sensitive
to permit measurements in spite of these conditions.

The

motility of bacteria is a sensitive indicator of photo
dynamic damage (Taylor and Koshland 1975).

To ensure that

the cells were unaffected, their motility was observed
after the measurements.
Cell suspensions dense enough to produce an adequate
signal soon became anaerobic if unstirred.

Control of the

oxygen concentration in the medium was accomplished by
installation of a gas line which directed a stream of air
or nitrogen into the space above the sample in the fluorometer cuvette.

The sample was stirred with a small

magnetic stirrer installed in the sample compartment of
the fluorometer, and the oxygen concentration was continuously monitored with a needle oxygen electrode.

In spite

of these precautions, cells maintained under these con
ditions developed poor motility.

We identified the oxygen

electrode as the source of the difficulty, which was
overcome by addition of 0.1 mM EDTA. The electrode was
+
presumably a source of Ag which is known to inhibit
bacterial motility (Adler and Templeton 1967) .
3.5.1.
cells.

Proton motive force in aerobic and anaerobic

The energy for the flagellar motors in bacteria is
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supplied by the proton motive force across the plasma
membrane (Thipayathasana and Valentine 1974; Larsen et al.
1974a; Matsuura et al. 1977; Manson et al. 1977; Manson et
al. 1980; Khan and Macnab 1980b).

At energy levels that

are less than saturating for the motors, the swimming
speed is proportional to the proton motive force.

Changes

in swimming speed are therefore an indication of change in
the proton motive force.

Anaerobic bacteria were immotile

in glycerol medium but swam slowly in glucose medium,
indicating that the proton motive force of S. typhimurium
in glucose medium was intermediate between the normal
aerobic value and the value near zero expected in glycerol
medium.

This was confirmed by using fluorescence of 8-

anilino-l-naphthalene sulfonate, which is inversely
related to membrane potential (Azzi 1974; Waggoner 1979).
S. typhimurium SL3730 was used, since it is a motile
strain that is permeable to the fluorescent dyes 8-anilino1-naphthalene sulfonate and diS-C^-(5)
Koshland, Jr •

r

personal communication).

(M. Snyder and D.E.
When this strain

became anaerobic in glucose medium, there was an increase
in fluorescence corresponding to a decrease in potential
(Fig. 23).

The addition of the uncoupler carbonyl cyanide-

m-chlorophenyl hydrazone further decreased membrane poten
tial and abolished motility.

Thus, the membrane potential
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Fig. 23—Effect of carbonyl cyanide-m-chlorophenyl
hydrazone (CCCP) addition on fluorescence of 8-anilino-lnaphthalene sulfonate in the presence of anaerobic S^.
typhimurium SL3730. The bacteria were prepared in VogelBonner medium with glucose as described in the text except
that EDTA (0.1 mM) was added to the medium in which the
cells were suspended. The bacteria became anaerobic after
the air space in the cuvette was flushed with nitrogen;
fluorescence and oxygen concentration were measured simul
taneously. CCCP (1 yM) was added through the gas outlet
with a Hamilton syringe. Fluorescence intensity here and
in Fig. 24 is given in arbitrary units: the base-line
fluorescence in Vogel-Bonner medium was given the value 1.
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in anaerobic S. typhimurium is intermediate between the
values for aerobic and depolarized cells.
The observation that the slowly swimming £[. typhimurium
organisms in anaerobic glucose medium do not tumble sug
gested that there was a minimum proton motive force required
for tumbling.

Tumbling is resumed after 2 to 3 min but

there is no reproducible change in fluorescence during
this time.

Either the ApH component of the proton motive

force increases or the bacteria adapt to the lower proton
motive force.
3.5.2.
aerotaxis.

Role of the electron transport system in
The most familiar role of the electron trans

port system is its involvement in ATP synthesis.

However,

oxidative phosphorylation is not required for aerotaxis in
E. coli because the unc mutant AN104 responds normally in
the temporal assay (Taylor et al. 1979).

I obtained a

similar result with ST352, a S. typhimurium mutant with
defective oxidative phosphorylation obtained from T. D.
Ingolia and D. E. Koshland, Jr.

Taylor et al.

(1979)

proposed that electron transport-induced changes in the
proton motive force were the signal that regulated tumb
ling frequency in aerotaxis.

The correlation of changes

in oxygen concentration with membrane potential and
swimming pattern provide direct support for this hypo-
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thesis (Fig. 24).

Fluorescence of the cyanine dye diS-C^-

(5) was used to monitor membrane potential (Miller and
Koshland 1977, 1980; Waggoner 1979), and a needle oxygen
electrode in the fluorometer cuvette permitted simul
taneous measurement of potential and oxygen concentra
tions .

At the same time, 1 drop of the culture was

monitored in the microchamber used for the temporal assay
of aerotaxis.

Oxygen concentrations in the microchamber

were altered in parallel to changes in the fluorometer
cuvette.

Two anaerobic-aerobic cycles are shown in

Fig. 24.

Membrane potential (measured as negative fluores

cence) decreased with anaerobiosis and increased with
aerobiosis as predicted by the hypothesis.
The hypothesis further required that the tumbling
frequency be regulated by changes in membrane potential.
In Bacillus subtilis, uncoupler- or ionophore-mediated
depolarization causes a tumbling (repellent) response, and
hyperpolarization causes smooth swimming (Miller and
Koshland 1977, 1980).

Responses to change in the proton

motive force were less dramatic in S. typhimurium and were
consequently harder to detect.

Nevertheless, there was a

brief tumbling response (ca. 2s) to the addition of
carbonyl cyanide-m-chlorophenyl hydrazone or KCN and a
smooth response after membrane hyperpolarization by
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Fig. 24—Effect of increasing and decreasing temporal
oxygen gradients on the fluorescence of diS-C^-CS) and on
motility of S. typhimurium SL3730.

The bacteria were

prepared as described in the text, and fluorescence and
motility were simultaneously examined in the fluorometer
and in the flow cell, respectively,

The oxygen concen-

tration in the fluorometer cuvette was altered by flushing
the air space at the top of the cuvette with either nitrogen
or air. The composition of the gas ventilating the flow
cell was regulated manually to correspond to the reading
of the oxygen electrode in the fluorometer cuvette, Two
anaerobic-aerobic cycles are shown, R, Random swimming
pattern; S, smooth swimming pattern.

Ill
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valinomycin.
3.6.

Assays for Aerotaxis in Nonchemotactic Mutants
Although aerotaxis is not focused through one of the

known chemotaxis signalling proteins (Section 3.1), it is
evident (Table 8) that the pathways eventually converge
into a common tumble-regulating system.
clearly illustrated by

This is most

typhimurium ST134 (cheC).

The

cheC gene product is a component of the flagellar basal
body and is apparently at the interface between the
sensing system and the motor (Rubik and Koshland 1978;
Khan et al. 1978).

S. typhimurium ST134 has an extreme

clockwise bias, resulting in inverse responses to chemoaffectors; that is, repellents cause smooth swimming, and
attractants cause tumbling.

The response by this strain

to a temporal gradient to oxygen is also the inverse of
the response by che+ strains; decreased oxygen causes
smooth swimming, and increased oxygen causes tumbling
(Table 8).

In the spatial assay, S. typhimurium ST134 was

repelled by oxygen (Fig. 25).
Strains with che mutations other than cheC did not
show a response to oxygen in the routine temporal assay
except that S. typhimurium BT10 responded positively to an
increase in oxygen concentration after being incubated
anaerobically for 1 h or longer (Table 8).

Cells with
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Fig. 25—Response of anaerobic
typhimurium ST134
to an oxygen-filled capillary. The procedure described in
Fig. 5 was used. The photomicrograph was taken 10 min
after insertion of the capillary.
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defects in tsr, tar, or trg proteins responded normally to
oxygen and to intense blue light.

4.

4.1.

Discussion

The Identity of the Oxygen Receptor in Bacteria
Previous investigators implicitly (Links 1955;

Clayton 1958; Caraway and Krieg 1974) and explicitly
(Taylor et al. 1979) have suggested cytochrome oxidase as
the oxygen receptor in bacteria, but have failed to cite
convincing experimental evidence to confirm their hypo
theses.

The Links hypothesis (1955), which proposed that

changes in the energy state of the cell mediate the tactic
responses to all stimuli, was based on a review of the
literature and was not tested adequately.

Links confirmed

that several attractants for the alga Polytoma supported
respiration, but aerotaxis was not studied and the crucial
test for microbial responses to nonmetabolizable attrac
tants was not performed until much later (Adler 1969).
Clayton observed that 1 mM cyanide inhibited aerotaxis in
a spatial assay which required respiration for formation
of the oxygen gradient.

However, at this concentration

cyanide blocks respiration in R. rubrum (Clayton 1955).
The inhibition of aerotaxis was probably due to failure of
the cells to form a gradient, and therefore is not valid
as evidence for the identity of the receptor with the
cyanide-sensitive terminal oxidase.
118

Similar results
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reported with Spirillum volutans (Caraway and Krieg 1974)
are questionable for the same reason.

Taylor et al.

(1979) convincingly demonstrated that aerotaxis is sen
sitive to cyanide, and showed that two alternative electron acceptors were sensed via terminal oxidases.

Their

hypothesis that cytochrome o was the receptor in Salmonella
rested on a presumed similarity in the electron transport
systems of S. typhimurium and E. coli, analogy with other
terminal oxidases and the results with cyanide.

However,

none of their experimental evidence excluded the existence
of a cyanide-sensitive oxygen receptor functionally unre
lated to the electron transport system.

My study of

aerotaxis in bacteria established 1) the role of cytochrome
oxidase as a sensory receptor for oxygen, 2) the role of
the electron transport system as a transducer in the aero
taxis pathway, and 3) the role of the proton motive force
as a mode of signal transmission in aerotaxis.
The progress reported in this study was made possible
by new assay techniques.

The method used to determine the

Kq i- for the aerotaxis receptor is similar in principle to
the temporal assay of responses to other attractants, and
the precision of the results is comparable.

The standard

deviation is typically 10% to 20% of the mean value for a
given determination.

This level of precision may be
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responsible for the scatter of the data in the LineweaverBurk plots, but probably cannot be improved upon due to
the differences in response times exhibited by individual
cells (Spudich and Koshland 1976).

A method recently

developed for non-gaseous chemoaffectors is less labor
ious, if not more precise, than measuring responses by
observing changes in swimming pattern of a population of
cells (Silverman and Simon 1974; Khan et al. 1978).

The

new method uses cells tethered to a cover glass by a
single flagellum.

The cover glass is installed in a flow

cell and liquid medium is continuously drawn over the
tethered bacteria.

Instead of swimming the bacteria spin

in place, rotated by the flagellar motor.

The cells are

stimulated by step changes in attractant concentration in
the flowing medium, and a response is scored by measuring
the duration of uninterrupted counterclockwise rotation
which results from the attractant stimulus.

The response

of as many as 50 cells can be videotaped simultaneously.
and the tape is then played back to score as many differ
ent cells as is necessary to obtain an adequate sample.
Unfortunately, the difficulties of sealing the apparatus
and controlling the oxygen concentration in the medium
make this method impractical for aerotaxis assays.
Ideally, the Lineweaver-Burk plots of aerotaxis data
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should have included data obtained at oxygen concentrations as low as 0.3 times the K 0.5*

However, the motility

of cells at such low oxygen concentrations indicated that
their proton motive force was diminished,

In this con-

dition, the motors of the flagella are biased in the
counterclockwise sense (Khan and Macnab 1980a), and could
have biased the results if included.

For this reason.

points obtained below 0.4 yM were excluded from the plots
unless they conformed to the trend established at higher
concentrations.

Measures to eliminate the counterclock

wise bias by increasing the proton motive force would be
expected to interfere with the response to oxygen, and
were therefore not attempted.
The polarographic method for determination of the
of respiratory systems for oxygen (Longmuir 1954) is
particularly appropriate for studies of cytochrome o.

A

spectroscopic determination of the Kd for terminal oxi
dases under steady-state conditions (Dr. D. Jones, per
sonal communication), is applicable to cytochromes with
absorption bands which can be resolved in a reduced minus
oxidized difference spectrum, but cytochrome o cannot be
detected by this method.

The absorption bands of cyto

chrome o coincide with those of other b cytochromes under
these conditions.

The polarographic method may be used to
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measure K^'s as low as 0.02 yM (Rice and Hempfling 1978)
with a privately constructed oxygen meter which is not
generally available (Dr. W. Hempfling, personal communi
cation) .

The noise level in the polarographic trace

obtained with our equipment placed the lower limit for
reliable measurements of oxygen concentration at about
0.15 yM, which was adequate for study of cytochrome o but
would not permit investigation of cytochrome d.

The fact

that linear plots and similar K values were obtained for
c
m
B. cereus over a range of cell densities from 0.05 to 0.40
absorbance units (600 nm) and with inhibited cells, indi
cates that the response time of the system was suffi
ciently rapid to accurately record the changing oxygen
concentration over the range of respiration rates measured.

The reason for the discrepancy between the K^'s for

cytochrome o in E. coli (0.2 yM, Rice and Hempfling 1978)
and S_. typhimurium (0.8 yM, Fig. 12) is not known, but is
presumably due to differences in the growth conditions or
the instruments used.

Cytochrome o is the terminal oxidase

in both species and the aerotaxis K 0.5 values are similar
in both species.
The results clearly identify the receptor as the
terminal oxidase.

Cells responded maximally in the

temporal assay to oxygen concentrations in the micromolar
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range, and were insensitive to a spatial gradient with a
These findings
_g
are consistent with a Kd of approximately 10
yM, for the

minimum oxygen concentration of 2.5 yM.

receptor.

Of the known bacterial enzymes which catalyze

reactions of molecular oxygen (Keevil and Mason 1978),
only the cytochrome oxidases display oxygen affinities in
this range.

The inhibition of aerotaxis and respiration

by 1 to 5 mM cyanide (Taylor et al. 1979; Section 3.1.)
provides further support.

The role of the terminal

oxidase as the aerotaxis receptor in S. typhimurium, E.
coli and B. cereus is strongly supported by the similarity
of the K

0.5

for the receptor to the

for respiration in

each organism.
One piece of evidence is conspicuous by its absence:
no cytochrome-deficient mutants were assayed for aero
taxis .

This approach was considered but the available

mutants, which suffer defects in heme synthesis, are
nonmotile.

In addition to this problem, the heme-deficient

mutants might be expected to lack the aerotaxis receptor
regardless of its relationship to the electron transport
system, since all heme-containing proteins would be
affected by the mutation.

Therefore a meaningful test of

the role of the terminal oxidase in aerotaxis by this
genetic method would require a mutant with a specific
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defect in the terminal oxidase.

Such a strain may be

found in future searches for aerotaxis mutants.
4.2.

The Role of the Electron Transport System in Aerotaxis
Many bacteria possess respiratory chains with branch

ing pathways to several alternative electron acceptors
(for a review, see Jurtshuk et al. 1975).

S. typhimurium

and E. coli can use nitrate, fumarate, or trimethylamine
oxide (Haddock and Jones 1977; Kim and Chang 1974) instead
of oxygen as an electron acceptor.

Taylor et al.

(1979)

recognized the possibility that the terminal reductases
were analogous to the binding proteins for sugars as
multifunctional receptors which play a role in chemotaxis.
These components of the respiratory chain were identified
as receptors for chemotaxis.
The precedent established in studies of other chemo
taxis pathways suggested that receptors for chemotaxis
interact directly with the rest of the chemotaxis system.
However, the fact that artificially induced changes in the
proton motive force influence bacterial behavior, and the
possibility that changes in electron acceptor concentra
tion might physiologically induce changes in the proton
motive force, led Taylor et al.

(1979) to suggest that the

electron transport system was involved in taxis to electron
acceptors.
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The effect of the respiratory inhibitor HOQNO on both
respiration and aerotaxis establishes the role of the
electron transport system in aerotaxis.

The similarity

between the inhibition patterns for respiration and
aerotaxis indicates that inhibition at a common site.
cytochrome b, interferes with both processes.

The possi

bility that the terminal oxidase interacts with a chemotaxis protein which is sensitive to HOQNO is highly
unlikely.

The role of the electron transport chain in

taxis to electron acceptors distinguishes aerotaxis from
other chemotaxis pathways in several ways.

Covalent

modification of the electron acceptors occurs in the
detection process, whereas most other chemotactic attractants stimulate a response by merely binding to the
receptor.

Nonmetabolizable analogues of many attractants

are also attractants (Adler 1969), but cyanide, which may
be considered a nonmetabolizable analogue of oxygen.
elicits a repellent response.

The electron transport

system is a transducer which monitors the concentrations
of electron acceptors in the medium and transmits a signal
which affects bacterial behavior.
Noncompetitive inhibition of aerotaxis by 2 yM HOQNO
was observed in B. cereus grown to middle log-phase.
Early log-phase cells were nonmotile in the presence of
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this concentration of the inhibitor.

The difference in

sensitivity to HOQNO may have been due to the difference
in the inhibitor/cell ratio between the two cultures.
HOQNO is poorly soluble in aqueous solutions at neutral
pH, and may have accumulated to a significantly greater
concentration in the cell membranes in the culture with
fewer cells.

Alternatively, the lower oxygen concen

tration expected to prevail in the growth medium of the
more dense culture may have induced greater glycolytic
capacity in the mid-log cells, rendering them less sensi
tive to the electron transport inhibitor.

This expla

nation is supported by the observation that the anaerobic
motility of B. cereus improved as middle log-phase was
approached, which implies that sufficient energy from
anaerobic metabolism to support the proton motive force
became available in mid-log cells.
Curious results were obtained with early log-phase
cells in the presence of 0.5 yM HOQNO.

Immediately after

HOQNO was added to the culture, the cells swam slowly but
exhibited a normal aerotaxis response.

After 20 min, the

aerobic and anaerobic motility improved; the oxygen
response was shortened and was no longer a function of the
oxygen concentration in the micromolar range.

Chloramphen

icol (200 yg/ml) increased the time required for the improve-
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ment in swimming to 1 h.

Apparently the early log-phase

cells undergo a protein synthesis-dependent metabolic
change in the presence of 0.5 yM HOQNO.

The reason for

the effect and the nature of the change in the cells are
both unclear.

It is possible that changes in anaerobic

metabolism occur, and that an alternative electron trans
port pathway is induced which is insensitive to HOQNO and
includes a terminal oxidase, similar to cytochrome d,
saturable by 10 — 6 M oxygen.
4.3.

The Role of the Proton Motive Force in Aerotaxis
Studies of the role of the proton motive force in

chemotaxis have largely neglected its pH component, which
contributes little in media at neutral pH, and have relied
primarily on measurements of membrane potential.

An early

report (Szmelcman and Adler 1976) described changes in
membrane potential which followed chemotactic stimuli.
Subsequent work has shown that most chemoeffactors do not
induce changes in membrane potential which can be corre
lated with the response (Miller and Koshland 1977, 1980;
Snyder et al. 1981).

However, artificially induced changes

in either component of the proton motive force cause
changes in behavior.

Ordal and Goldman (1975, 1976)

observed transient tumbling in B. subtilis when uncouplers
of oxidative phosphorylation were added to the culture.
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These investigators suggested that the agents acted by
inducing rapid depolarization of the plasma membrane and
that it was the change in proton motive force and not the
steady-state value which determined whether the bacteria
tumbled or swam smoothly.

Similar results in S_. typhimurium

were subsequently obtained by Taylor et al.

(1979).

Measurement of membrane potential in B. subtilis confirmed
the presumed relationship between changes in the proton
motive force (Miller and Koshland 1977, 1980) and behavior.
Hyperpolarization causes smooth swimming and depolari
zation causes tumbling.
Taylor et al.

(1979) suggested that changes in the

proton motive force mediate taxis to electron acceptors in
S_. typhimurium.

This hypothesis was based on the obser

vation that substances which increase or maintain the
proton motive force, such as the electron acceptors, are
attractants, and respiratory inhibitors and uncouplers
elicit repellent responses.
The results of Goral and Taylor (1979) with B.
cereus and my results with S. typhimurium support this
hypothesis.

We observed a temporal correlation between

changes in oxygen concentration, changes in membrane
potential, and changes in behavior.

As with artificial

perturbants (Section 3.5.2.), hyperpolarization caused a
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brief period of smooth swimming, and depolarization caused
a brief period of tumbling.

The fact that the electron

transport system is involved in aerotaxis, taken with the
correlation of changes in membrane potential with the
temporal stimulus, indicates that the proton motive force
is a mode for signal transmission in aerotaxis.

Quanti

tation of the relationship between the magnitude of the
temporal stimulus and the change in proton motive force
would provide further support, but better evidence would
be obtained in an experiment in which aerotaxis was assayed
while the proton motive force was maintained at a fixed
value.

Presumably alternative electron acceptors inhibit

aerotaxis by supporting the proton motive force in anaerobic
cells at a higher level than can be maintained by glycolysis
alone.

Thus electron acceptors would diminish the change

in the proton motive force during a temporal oxygen stimulus.

This explanation assumes that the magnitude of the

proton motive force is the same in aerobic cells, regard
less of the presence of alternative electron acceptors.
It is supported by the observation that the magnitude of
the increase in swimming speed after the bacteria became
aerobic appeared to correlate with the response time.

The

increase in swimming speed reflects the change in the
proton motive force (Khan and Macnab 1980b).

Thus alter-
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native electron acceptors may suppress aerotaxis by main
taining the proton motive force at a relatively high
prestimulus level.
4.4.

The Role of Chemotaxis Proteins in Aerotaxis
Little is known about the manner in which changes in

proton motive force influence behavior, but some of the
expected constituents of the pathway have been ruled out.
The possibility that changes in proton motive force act
via changes in ATP concentration has been excluded by the
fact that aerotaxis is normal in mutants of E. coli
(Taylor et al. 1979) and S. typhimurium (Table 8) in which
ATP synthesis is uncoupled from the proton motive force.
The three known MCP's are not involved, because cells
deficient in MCP I, MCP II, or MCP III, and cells lacking
all three MCP's (M. Niwano, unpublished data), respond and
adapt to an oxygen stimulus,

This result, taken with the

fact that no measurable change in the methylation level is
induced by an oxygen stimulus (R. Chami and M. Niwano,
unpublished data) implies that a separate mechanism for
adaptation is involved in aerotaxis.

M. Niwano has since

confirmed that sensory adaptation in aerotaxis is methylation-independent (unpublished data).

Investigators had

assumed that methylation mediated adaptation to all chemotactic stimuli, but these results indicate that adaptation
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in bacteria is characterized by complexity not previously
appreciated.

Studies of aerotaxis therefore assume new

significance as a means to study the methylation-independent adaptation system.
Many nonchemotactic (che) mutants fail to respond to
an oxygen stimulus (Table 8).

This may indicate that

aerotaxis and taxis to other chemicals are mediated by
many common components.

One protein which participates in

aerotaxis and other tactic responses is the cheC product,
because cheC mutants have inverse responses to oxygen as
well as other attractants.

The signal processing pathways

for oxygen and other attractants therefore converge at or
before the cheC protein, which is located in the flagellar
basal body (Khan et al. 1978; Parkinson and Parker 1979).
Because oxygen is a relatively weak attractant, it is
possible that some defects, in components which normally
mediate chemotaxis exclusive of aerotaxis, introduce an
extreme bias in the cell's behavior which a typical oxygen
stimulus cannot overcome.

This is the case in cells

deficient in protein methyltransferase (cheR) and protein
methylesterase (cheB), which do not normally respond to an
oxygen gradient.

Recently M. Niwano has detected a

response to oxygen in a cheR strain by a new method.
Therefore, the negative results in Table 8 should not be
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assumed to denote components of the chemotaxis pathway
which participate in aerotaxis.

A model which illustrates

the convergence of the sensory pathways for oxygen and
other substances is shown in Fig. 26.
Some speculation can be made concerning the nature of
the system which integrates the changes in proton motive
force with other chemotaxis signals.

Changes in the

proton motive force are presumably detected by a transmembrane protein, the "pmf sensor".

The pmf sensor may be

a proton motive force-dependent ion gate, or may bind or
synthesize a cytoplasmic messenger.

Because cells adapt

to an oxygen stimulus while membrane potential remains
unchanged (Fig. 24), sensory adaptation is not achieved by
compensatory changes in the proton motive force.

Adapta

tion probably involves covalent modification of an aero
taxis protein.

A requirement for ATP in chemotaxis

(Galloway and Taylor 1980; J.-i. Shioi, unpublished data)
has recently been discovered.
cells with depleted ATP.

Tumbling is suppressed in

This raises the possibility that

ATP or a related metabolite is involved in adaptation to
an oxygen stimulus; the reaction may involve phosphoryl
ation or adenylation.

The mechanism of adaptation in

aerotaxis may be shared by other chemotaxis pathways.
Niwano has found that chemotaxis to sugars that are

M.
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Fig. 26—Diagram showing a minimum of five signalling
proteins that are involved in focusing chemotaxis signals
into the common response system. The pmf receptor is
represented by
; MCP, methyl-accepting chemotaxis
protein.
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substrates of the phosphotransferase transport system is
independent of methylation (Fig. 26), and Muskavich et al.
(1978) observed adaptation to an acetate stimulus in the
absence of methylation.
A second adaptation phenomenon was observed in the
course of these studies.

Cells in which the proton

motive force was decreased by anaerobiosis swam smoothly
for 2 to 3 min, and then random motility was restored.
This adaptation to the anaerobic state does not require
protein synthesis and occurred within 1 min if alternative
electron acceptors were present.

S. typhimurium appears

to adapt to the anaerobic level of the proton motive force
rather than increase the proton motive force to restore
tumbling.

Although W. Goral observed a gradual increase

in membrane potential in anaerobic B. cereus, my measure
ments with the cyanine dye did not reveal a similar increase
in S_. typhimurium.

This alone does not exclude the possi

bility that the proton motive force increases in anaerobic
Salmonella, because an increase in the pH component
achieved by electroneutral exchange of protons for cations
could have increased the proton motive force.

However,

the speed of anaerobic S. typhimurium does not increase
significantly when tumbling is restored.

The speed of

anaerobic cells is initially 22.9 ± 3.6 ym/s, and is 19.2
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± 1.3 ym/s when random motility is restored after 2 min.
This indicates that restoration of tumbling in anaerobic
S_. typhimurium does not depend on an increase in proton
motive force.
The fact that adaptation to anaerobiosis compensates
for a decrease in proton motive force, whereas adaptation
to an oxygen stimulus compensates for an increase in
proton motive force, does not rule out the possibility
It

that both phenomena are mediated by the same process.

is conceivable that a feedback control operates to restore
tumbling regardless of the event responsible for suppres
sion of tumbling.

However, the observation that cells

tumble for 3 to 5 s when anaerobiosis is first imposed,
then become smooth swimming, then display random motility.
is difficult to reconcile with such an explanation.

Two

distinct processes may therefore be involved.
4.5.

Concluding Remarks
The mechanism of aerotaxis in bacteria is charact

erized by economical use of components which serve other
purposes as well.

The terminal oxidases, at the interface

between the microbial metabolism and the environment, are
employed to govern the cell's migration.

The scope of its

perception is limited; its behavior is influenced by
oxygen only at concentrations low enough to impede respi-
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ration.

Its capacity to sense alternative electron

acceptors and its capacity to use them develop simul
taneously as the terminal reductases are induced,

The

electron transport system integrates stimuli detected by
the terminal oxidases and reductases and transduces
changes in electron flux into changes in the proton motive
force, detected by the pmf sensor.

Changes in the proton

motive force signal the presence of uncouplers and ionophores, as well as gradients in electron acceptor concen
tration.
The role of the terminal oxidase in aerotaxis in S.
typhimurium suggests that cytochrome oxidases in other
aerobic, aerotactic organisms may act as sensory receptors
for oxygen.

Such a role has been suggested for the cyto-

chrome oxidase of Euglena sp.

(Miller and Diehn 1978).

However, not all aerotactic organisms possess electron
transport chains.

The mechanism of aerotaxis in anaerobic

bacteria such as Clostridia sp., which are repelled by
oxygen (Baracchini and Sherris 1959), remains a mystery.
The role of the proton motive force as a signal
carrier which mediates changes in behavior is evident in
other examples of energy-related tactic phenomena.

It

mediates the response of the photosynthetic R. rubrum
(Harayama and lino 1977) and Halobacterium halobium
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(Spudich and Stoeckenius 1980) to light.

In these bac

teria, a decrease in light induces aversive behavior which
coincides with a decrease in membrane potential.

It may

also mediate chemotaxis to proline in E. coli (Dr. J.
Wood, unpublished data).

Intense blue light induces

tumbling in E. coli and S. typhimurium, if substrates for
the electron transport system are present (Taylor et al.
1979) .

Blue light may induce tumbling by causing photo-

oxidation of flavoprotein component of the electron trans
port system, thereby blocking electron transport and
decreasing the proton motive force,

Some evidence indi-

cates that aerotaxis is not mediated by the proton motive
force in all microorganisms.

Miller and Diehn (1978)

found that 1 mM cyanide blocked aerotaxis in Euglena sp.
This concentration of cyanide was earlier shown to be
insufficient to block respiration in Euglena, and Miller
and Diehn concluded that aerotaxis is mediated by cyto
chrome aa^ in Euglena sp., but that the role of cytochrome
aa^

aerotaxis was not functionally related to its role

in respiration.

However, respiration was not actually

measured at the time of the aerotaxis measurements, and no
experiments with inhibitors which act on other parts of
the electron transport system, such as HOQNO, were reported.
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4.6.

Topics for Additional Study
One of the puzzling results obtained in this study is

the finding that cytochrome d, the alternative oxidase
induced in cells during oxygen limited growth, does not
appear to act as a sensory receptor for oxygen.

It is

possible that cytochrome d is not kinetically competent to
fulfill this role.

This proposition could be tested by

measuring the change in membrane potential elicited by an
oxygen pulse sufficent to raise the oxygen concentration
to 0.04 yM, which would oxidize cytochrome d without
significantly affecting cytochrome o.

Such an experiment

could be carried out with SL3730, the S. typhimurium
mutant which is permeable to fluorescent probes of mem
brane potential.

The relationship of fluorescence to

membrane potential would need to be quantitated; the
permeant cation tetraphenylphosphonium could be used
according to the method of Khan and Macnab (1980b).

Cells

in the fluorometer could then be given additions of airsaturated buffer to yield desired oxygen concentrations.
and the effect on membrane potential measured.

Oxygen

consumption by the bacteria would complicate quantitation
of the oxygen pulse data, but such data would at least
indicate whether cytochrome d is capable of causing a
significant change in the proton motive force in response
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to a weak oxygen stimulus.
The curious effect of 0.5 yM HOQNO on early log-phase
B. cereus deserves further investigation.

Evidence for

biochemical changes induced in the cells should be sought
including measurements of membrane potential and deter
mination of the cytochrome content in cells which have
adapted to the inhibitor.

Such studies could reveal a

previously unknown terminal oxidase in B. cereus.
Now that the role of electron transport in aerotaxis
in aerobes is known, the problem of aerotaxis in anaerobic
The methods

bacteria presents an even greater challenge.

used in this study will facilitate future studies of
chemotaxis in species like the Clostridia sp •

I

which show

a negative response to oxygen (Baracchini and Sherris
1959) .

The gas flow cell permits convenient observation

of anaerobic cells, and the anaerobic transfer device
simplifies manipulation of anaerobic cultures.
Future progress on the problem of aerotaxis in
bacteria depends largely on the success of attempts to
obtain aerotaxis mutants.

Mapping and complementation

experiments would reveal the relationship of aerotaxis
proteins to the other chemotaxis pathways, and cloning of
aerotaxis genes for overproduction may reveal previously
unsuspected processes in sensory transduction.

Such
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techniques promise to rapidly advance our knowledge of the
mechanism of aerotaxis.

5.
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